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Abstract

We study the complexity of restricted versions ofs-t-connectivity, which is the standard complete problem forNL. In
particular, we focus on different classes ofplanargraphs, of which grid graphs are an important special case. Our main
results are:

• Reachability in graphs of genus one is logspace-equivalent to reachability in grid graphs (and in particular it is
logspace-equivalent to both reachability and non-reachability in planar graphs).

• Many of the natural restrictions on grid-graph reachability (GGR) are equivalent underAC0 reductions (for instance,
undirectedGGR, outdegree-oneGGR, and indegree-one-outdegree-oneGGRare all equivalent). These problems are
all equivalent to the problem of determining whether a completed game position in HEX is a winning position, as
well as to the problem of reachability in mazes studied by Blum and Kozen [BK78]. These problems provide natural
examples of problems that are hard forNC1 underAC0 reductions but are not known to be hard forL; they thus give
insight into the structure ofL.

• Reachability in layered planar graphs is logspace-equivalent to layered grid graph reachability (LGGR). We show
thatLGGR lies inUL (a subclass ofNL).

• Series-Parallel digraphs (on which reachability was shown to be decidable in logspace by Jakoby et al.) are a spe-
cial case of single-source-single-sink planar directed acyclic graphs (DAGs); reachability for such graphs logspace
reduces to single-source-single-sink acyclic grid graphs. We show that reachability on such grid graphsAC0 reduces
to undirectedGGR.

• We build on this to show that reachability for single-source multiple-sink planar DAGs is solvable inL.

1 Introduction

Graph reachability problems play a central role in the study and understanding of subclasses ofP. Thes-t-connectivity
problem for directed graphs (STCONN) is complete for nondeterministic logspace (NL); the restriction of this problem to
undirected graphs, called USTCONN, was shown by Reingold to be complete for logspace (L) [Rei05]; thus this problem
has the same complexity as thes-t-connectivity problem for graphs of outdegree 1 (and even for graphs of indegree and
outdegree at most 1 [CM87, Imm87, Ete97]. It follows from [Bar89] that reachability in directed graphs of widthO(1) (or
even width five, with outdegree 1) is complete forNC1.
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1.1 Planar Graphs

Our focus in this paper is the restriction ofSTCONN to planar (directed) graphs: PLANAR .STCONN. This problem is
hard forL under uniform projections, as a consequence of [Ete97], and it lies inNL. Although there are a number of papers
presenting efficient algorithms for connectivity in planar graphs (such as [Hus95, EIT+92, HKRS97]), little is known about
the computational complexity of this problem. Prior to our work, the best upper bound known for PLANAR .STCONN was
NL. Building on our work, Bourke, Tewari, and Vinodchandran recently showed that the GGR problem studied here is in
Unambiguous Logspace (UL) [BTV07]. It follows that the class of problems≤log

m -reducible to PLANAR .STCONN can be
viewed as a complexity class lying betweenL andUL.

Grid graphsare an important restricted class of graphs for which the reachability problem has significant connections to
complexity classes. (The vertices in a grid graph are a subset ofIN × IN, and all edges are of the form(i, j) → (i + b, j)
or (i, j) → (i, j + b), whereb ∈ {1,−1}.) In [BLMS98], Barringtonet al. showed that the reachability problem in
(directed or undirected) grid graphs of widthk captures the complexity of depthk AC0. In this paper we study grid graphs
without any width restrictions. The construction of [BLMS98, Lemma 13] shows that GGR reduces to its complement via
uniform projections. (The problemsSTCONN and USTCONN also reduce to their complements via uniform projections, as a
consequence of [Imm88, Sze88, Rei05, NTS95].) Reachability problems for grid graphs have proved easier to work with than
the corresponding problems for general graphs. For instance, the reachability problem forundirectedgrid graphs (UGGR)
was shown to lie inL in the 1970’s [BK78], although more than a quarter-century would pass before Reingold proved the
corresponding theorem for general undirected graphs.

We show that PLANAR .STCONN is logspace-equivalent to GGR (and consequently it is logspace-reducible to its com-
plement). (It had already been shown in [HRS93] that a special case of PLANAR .STCONN is logspace-reducible to its
complement.) We do not know whether this reduction can be accomplished by uniform projections or even byNC1 reduc-
tions; in contrast to the case forSTCONN, USTCONN, and GGR. We also show that thes-t-connectivity problem for graphs
of genus one is logspace reducible to PLANAR .STCONN; the generalization for graphs of higher genus remains open.

1.2 Restrictions of Grid Graphs

We consider several natural restrictions of GGR in this paper. We have already mentioned UGGR (undirected grid graph
reachability). Buss has studied UGGR in connection with tautologies arising from the game of HEX [Bus06] (namely, the
tautology that every completed game board of HEX has a winner); he credits Barrington with the observation that UGGR is
equivalent to the problem of determining whether a given completed HEX board position is a win for one player. Reachability
in grid graphs of outdegree one (1GGR) is another restriction on GGR that is clearly solvable in logspace.

One of our theorems is that UGGR and 1GGR are equivalent underAC0 reductions (and even under first-order projections).
We show that these problems are hard forNC1, and thus this gives a cluster of natural problems that are candidates for having
complexity intermediate betweenNC1 andL, since even the general GGR problem is not known to be hard forL underAC0

reductions.
A graph is said to belayeredif the vertex set is partitioned into “layers”, where all edges from vertices in layeri have

destinations in layeri + 1. Just as general GGR is logspace-equivalent to reachability in planar digraphs, we observe that
reachability inlayeredplanar digraphs is logspace equivalent to the “layered” grid graph reachability problem (LGGR). In
an instance of LGGR, all edges are directed either “east” or “south”. Thus without loss of generality, the start node is in the
top left corner. If such a grid graph is rotated 45 degrees counterclockwise, one obtains a graph whose “columns” correspond
to the diagonals of the original graph, wheres is the only node in the first “column”, and all edges in one column are directed
“northeast” or “southeast” to their neighbors in the following column. This is consistent with the usual usage of the word
“layered” in graph theory.

We show that LGGR lies in a subclass ofNL known asUL. That is, LGGR is accepted by a nondeterministic logspace
machine that never has more than one accepting computation path on a given input. Note that the the improvement fromNL
to UL is, at best, a very slight improvement; it is known [RA00] that the non-uniform versions ofUL andNL are the same, and
it is entirely plausible that the classes themselves are the same. In particular, it is shown in [ARZ99] thatNL = UL if there
is any problem inDSPACE(n) that requires circuits of exponential size. We actually show that LGGR lies inUL ∩ coUL,
since (in contrast to nearly all of the other reachability problems we consider) it remains open whether LGGR reduces to
its complement. (Note also that it remains open whetherUL = coUL.) The work of Bourkeet al. [BTV07] showing that
PLANAR .STCONN ∈ UL builds on this theorem of ours. Subsequently,UL has been shown to contain other graph-theoretic
problems of interest [TW08]. Some other examples of reachability problems inUL were presented earlier by Lange [Lan97];
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these problems are obviously inUL (in the sense that the positive instances consist of certain graphs that contain only one
path froms to t), and the main contribution of [Lan97] is to present acompletenessresult for a natural subclass ofUL.
In contrast, positive instances of LGGR can have many paths froms to t. We know of no reductions (in either direction)
between LGGR and the problems considered in [Lan97].

1.3 Reachability Problems in Logspace

Jakoby, Liskiewicz, and Reischuk showed that reachability in series-parallel digraphs is solvable in logspace [JLR06],
thus solving the reachability question for an important subclass of planar directed graphs. (They also show the much stronger
result thatcountingthe number of paths betweens andt can be carried out in logspace for series-parallel graphs.) Series-
parallel digraphs are a special case of planar directed acyclic graphs having a single source and single sink. Motivated by a
desire to solve the reachability problem for a larger class of planar DAGs, we introduce the following three classes of DAGs:

• Single-Source Single-Sink Planar DAGs(SSPDs): the class of DAGs having one vertex of indegree zero and one vertex
of outdegree zero. Reachability in SSPDs generalizes the problem of reachability in series-parallel digraphs studied in
[JLR06].

• Single-Source Multiple-Sink Planar DAGs(SMPDs): the class of DAGs having one vertex of indegree zero. Reach-
ability in such graphs is clearly equivalent to reachability in Multiple-Source Single Sink DAGs (MSPDs) by simply
reversing all of the edges.

• Multiple-Source Multiple-Sink Planar DAGs(MMPD). This is simply the class of all planar DAGs.

We show that the SMPD reachability problem (and hence also that for MSPD) lies in logspace. In addition, reachability in
SSPDs, restricted to grid graphs, is reducible to UGGR. Our algorithmic approach for SMPD extends to certain classes of
graphs that are not acyclic. This is discussed in more detail in Section 9.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After a few preliminaries (Section 2), we begin by presenting results related
to PLANAR .STCONN. In Section 3 we show that PLANAR .STCONN reduces to a special case wheres andt lie on the external
face. This is useful in presenting our reduction from PLANAR .STCONN to GGR in Section 4. In Section 5 we prove a closure
property of the class of sets logspace reducible to PLANAR .STCONN, and then in Section 6 we show that planar reachability
is equivalent to reachability in genus one graphs. Next, in Section 7 we introduce the various restricted grid graph problems
that we will be considering, and present reductions showing how these problems relate to each other. In Section 7.3 we
present a generic reduction showing that, for many of the problems we consider, it is no loss of generality to assume that
s andt appear on the external boundary of the graph. (In some sense this is reminiscent of the results of Section 3). Our
hardness results are presented in Section 8. Our logspace algorithms for SSPD and SMPD are presented in Section 9. We
conclude with open questions in Section 10.

2 Classes and Reductions

We assume familiarity with the following important subclasses of nondeterministic logspace (NL): L, NC1, TC0, andAC0.
When defining notions of reducibility and completeness in order to investigate the structure of such small complexity classes,
some form ofAC0 reducibility is usually employed. We will frequently make use of the terminology and notation employed
by Immerman [Imm98], which exploits the close connections betweenAC0 and first-order logic. In particular,AC0-Turing
reducibility (≤AC0

T ) to a setA can be defined equivalently in terms ofAC0 circuits augmented with “oracle gates” forA, or
in terms of first-order formulae withA as a built-in predicate symbol applied to a structure defined in first-order. For details
refer to [Imm98]. For this reason, we sometimes refer to≤AC0

T reductions asFO reductions. The class of problems≤AC0

T

reducible toA is sometimes denoted asFO + A.
Immerman also gives good motivation for studying a restricted form of≤AC0

m reductions calledfirst-order projections
(≤FO

proj). These can be visualized as many-one reductions computed by first-order uniform circuitshaving no gates(other
than NOT gates); thus each bit of the output is either a constant or is a copy (or a negated copy) of one bit of the input. For
example, the class depth-k AC0 is closed under these reductions.
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3 Planar Reachability: Reduction to a Special Case

Theorem 1 PLANAR .STCONN is logspace reducible to the special case where the verticess and t both lie on the external
face of the planar graph.

Proof: Let G be a directed graph. Testing whetherG is planar reduces to the undirecteds-t-connectivity problem [AM04]
and thus can be done in logarithmic space [Rei05]. Furthermore, if a graph is planar then a planar combinatorial embedding
(i.e., a cyclic ordering of the edges adjacent to each vertex) can be computed in logarithmic space [AM04]. Given a combina-
torial embedding, it is easy to check whether two vertices lie on the same face. (The vertices on each face adjacent to a vertex
v can be enumerated by starting at some (undirected) edge adjacent tov and starting a walk fromv along that edge; each
time a new vertexw is entered along some edgee the walk continues along the edge that succeedse in the cyclic ordering of
edges aroundw.) Thus in logspace we can check whethers andt lie on the same face. If so, then the graphG is already in
the desired form, since we can consider any face to be the “external” face in the embedding.

If s andt do not lie on the same face, then by use of the undirected connectivity algorithm we can determine whether there
is an undirected path froms to t. If there is no such path, then clearly there is no directed path, either. Otherwise (as observed
in [AM04]) we can find a simple undirected pathP = (s, v1, v2, . . . , vm, t) in logspace. First, we construct a new face withs
andt on it, by “cutting” along the pathP. That is, we replace each vertexvi onP by verticesvi,a andvi,b. For any vertexvi

onP, letu andx be the vertices appearing before and aftervi onP; that is,u ∈ {s, vi−1} andx ∈ {t, vi+1}. Let e1, . . . , eda

be the edges embedded “above” the edges connectingvi to u andx in the cyclic ordering aroundvi, and lete′1, . . . , e
′
db

be
the edges embedded “below” the edges betweenvi andu andx. That is, if an observer moves along the undirected path from
s to t, edgese1, . . . , eda

appear on the observer’s left and edgese′1, . . . , e
′
db

appear on its right. LetL be the set of all edges
adjacent toP embedded on the observer’s left, and letR be the set of all edges adjacent toP embedded on the observer’s
right. In the new graph, the edges inL that were connected tovi are connected tovi,a and those inR are connected tovi,b.
Edges betweenvi and{vi+1, vi−1} are duplicated, with edges betweenvi,c and{vi+1,c, vi−1,c} for c ∈ {a, b}. Similarly,
edges betweens andv1 (andt andvm) are duplicated, with edges betweens andv1,a andv1,b (and edges betweent andvm,a

andvm,b, respectively). This is illustrated in Figure 1.
This new graphG′ is planar, and has verticess andt on the same face (the only new face created). Since we can embed

any planar graph such that any specific face is the outer face, we re-embed our graphG′ such thats andt are now on the
outer face. From now on we assumeG′ has this embedding.

In the process of going fromG to G′ we may have changed the connectivity of the graph;s andt may be connected inG
but not connected inG′. In particular, any directed path inG from s to t that uses edges frombothL andR is not replicated
in G′. We solve this problem by pasting together copies of the graphG′, as follows. The outer face ofG′ consists of two
undirected paths froms to t: s, v1,a, v2,a, . . . , vm,a, t ands, v1,b, v2,b, . . . , vm,b, t. The operation of “pasting” two copies of
G′ together consists of identifying the verticesv1,a, v2,a, . . . , vm,a in one copy with the verticesv1,b, v2,b, . . . , vm,b in the
other copy. (Note that this amounts to “sewing together” two copies of the path that were “cut apart” in creatingG′ from G.)
The graphG′′ consists of2n + 1 copies ofG′ pasted together in this way: the “original copy” in the middle, andn copies
pasted in sequence to the top boundary of the outer face, andn copies pasted in sequence to the bottom boundary.

G′′ has (the original copies of)s and t on the outer face. A simple inductive argument shows that there is a directed
path froms to t in G if and only if there is a directed path from (the original copy of)s to one of the copies oft in G′′.
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A pathological example showing that many copies ofG′ are needed is shown in Figure 2. To complete the reduction, we
construct a graphH that consists ofG′′ along with a new vertext′′ with directed edges from each copy oft to t′′. The vertices
s andt′′ appear on the external face ofH, and there is a directed path froms to t in G if and only if there is a directed path
from s to t′′ in H.

2

Later in the paper, we find it useful to prove a similar theorem about grid graphs. Hence the material in Section 7.3 has a
very similar flavor to the material presented here.

4 Grid Graphs

In this section, we present a≤log
m reduction of PLANAR .STCONN to GGR.

Using the reduction of Section 3, we may assume that we are given a planar graphG with s andt on the external face.
By the following simple local transformation we can eliminate any bidirectional edges: If(x, y) and(y, x) are both edges in
the graph, introduce two new verticesu andv and replace those two edges with(x, u), (u, y), (y, v), and(v, x) – note that
this transformation preserves planarity of the graph. We may also assume without loss of generality thatG has no vertex of
degree (indegree + outdegree) greater than 3, and thats has degree two. (To see this, observe that ifv is a vertex of degree
d > 3, then we may replacev with d vertices arranged in a directed cycle, with each one adjacent to one of thed edges
that were connected tov. In order to compute this transformation it is important to note that we can compute the planar
embedding in logspace. If the vertexs has degree three, then an additional vertex of degree two can be inserted into this
cycle, and re-nameds.)

Compute an (undirected) spanning treeT of G; it follows from [NTS95, Rei05] that this can be done in logspace. The
vertexs is a vertex ofT , and we can consider it to be the root ofT ; without loss of generalitys has two children inT . By our
assumptions onG, the treeT is a binary tree; the planar embedding ofG imposes an ordering on the children of each node
in T . As observed in [AM04], we can compute the heighth(v) of each nodev in T in logspace (by counting the number of
vertices that are ancestors ofv). For notational convenience, define the height of the roots to be 1, and ifv has childu then
h(u) = h(v) + 1.

At this point, we are ready to assign each vertex ofG to a grid point. Our grid graph will consist of a “fine grid” and a
“coarse grid”. The coarse grid consists of points placed at the corners of large squares (of size(4n+1)×(4n+1)) of the fine
grid. (The fine grid will be used to route non-tree edges between vertices placed on the coarse grid.) For any nodex, define
w(x) to be the number of leaves ofT that appear strictly to the left ofx. In other words, given a nodex in the tree, consider
the path from the roots to the parent ofx. Among these proper ancestors ofx consider the subsetSR(x) of those nodes
which containx in their right subtree. Thenw(x) is the sum of the number of leaves in each subtree rooted at a noder ∈ SR.
For two nodesx andy at the same height, wherel(x, y) is the least common ancestor ofx, y, then (assuming thatx lies in
the left subtree ofl(x, y)), SR(x) − SR(y) consists of some proper descendants ofl(x, y) while SR(y) − SR(x) certainly
containsl(x, y). So in fact,w(x) ≤ w(y). In fact, the right-most leaf of the left subtree ofl(x, y) is counted inw(y) but not
in w(x). Hence,w(x) < w(y). Notice that the assumption thath(x) = h(y) is crucial because if, for example,x is the left
child of y thenw(x) = w(y). Thus the partial order on nodesx imposed by the lexicographic order on(h(x), w(x) + 1) is,
in fact, a total order. It is easy to see thatw(x) can be computed easily in logspace by traversingT .
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Figure 3. Embedding a graph on the grid. Edges used in the spanning tree are shown as dashed
lines; non-tree edges are solid.

Each vertexx is assigned to the point(h(x), w(x) + 1) in the coarse grid; note that the roots is placed at the top left
corner(1, 1). (Note that here and elsewhere in the paper, we consider the positivex direction to be “down” or “south”, and
the positivey direction to be “right” or “east”.) If nodex is at position(i, j) in the coarse grid, then the tree edge fromx to
its left child is embedded as a vertical path to point(i + 1, j) in the coarse grid. Ifx also has a right childy, then this edge is
embedded as a horizontal path to location(i, w(y)+ 1) followed by a vertical path to location(i+1, w(y)+ 1) in the coarse
grid. This is illustrated in Figure 3.

For every non-tree edgee in the tree we can find the numberw(e) of non-tree edges enclosed by the unique cycle formed
by addinge to the tree. (For edgee = (u, v), w(e) can be computed by finding the least common ancestory of u andv and
determining for each non-tree edge connected to a descendant ofy whether it is embedded to the right or left of the paths
betweeny andu andv.) For any non-tree edgee = (u, v), note thatu andv have degree at most two in the treeT , and thus
there is no tree edge attached horizontally adjacent tou or v. The embedding determines whether the path representinge
should be attached to the east or west sides ofu andv. If the embedding goes around a leafz of the treeT , then the path is
routed horizontally fromu to a locationw(e) fine grid points to the east or west of the column containingz, and vertically
down to a pointw(e) fine grid points below the level of the leaf of maximum height, and from there horizontally to a point
w(e) fine grid points east or west of the column containingv, then vertically to the level ofv, and then horizontally to attach
to v. If the embedding does not go around a leaf, then a simpler path can be drawn: horizontally to a pointw(e) fine grid
points east or west ofv, then vertically to the level ofv, and then horizontally to connect tov. It is easy to verify that no
paths collide in this way. See Figure 3 for an example.

Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2 PLANAR .STCONN≤log
m GGR

Combining this theorem with [BLMS98, Lemma 13], we obtain this corollary:

Corollary 3 PLANAR .STCONN is≤log
m reducible to its complement.

5 More Closure Properties for PLANAR .STCONN

We have identified an important problem PLANAR .STCONN that may or may not be in the classL. If it is not, it is by
definition complete under logspace reductions for a complexity class. Is this class robust under different types of logspace
reductions? We are able to give a partial affirmative answer. Let us first remind the reader about some relevant definitions.
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Different types of logspace reductions were introduced and studied by Ladner and Lynch [LL76], who showed that
logspace Turing and truth-table reducibilities coincide (A≤log

T B iff A≤log
tt B). They also introduced a more restrictive version

of logspace-computable truth-table reducibility, known as logspace Boolean formula reducibility≤log
bf−tt . A≤log

bf−ttB if there
is a logspace computable functionf such thatf(x) = (q1, q2, . . . , qr, φ) where eachqi is a query andφ is a Boolean formula
with r variablesy1, . . . , yr, such thatx ∈ A if and only if φ evaluates to 1 when the variablesyi are assigned the truth value
of the statement “qi ∈ B”. Additional results about this type of reducibility can be found in [BST93, BH91].

Corollary 4 A≤log
m PLANAR .STCONN if and only ifA≤log

bf−ttPLANAR .STCONN.

Proof: One direction is trivial; thus assume thatA≤log
bf−ttPLANAR .STCONN. For a given inputx, letf(x) = (q1, q2, . . . , qr, φ)

be the result of applying the reduction tox. Without loss of generality, the formulaφ has negation operations only at the
leaves (since it is easy in logspace to apply DeMorgan’s laws to rewrite a formula). Using closure under complementation,
we can even assume that there are no negation operations at all in the formula. By the results of Section 3, we can assume
that each graphqi is a planar graph withs andt on the external face. Given two such graphsG1, G2, note that bothG1 and
G2 are in PLANAR .STCONN if and only if the graph with the terminal vertex ofG1 connected to the start vertex ofG2 is in
PLANAR .STCONN, and thus it is easy to simulate an AND gate. Similarly, an OR gate can be simulated by building a new
graph with start vertexs connected to the start vertices of bothG1 andG2, and with edges from the terminal vertices ofG1

andG2 to a new vertext. These constructions maintain planarity, and they also maintain the property thats andt are on the
external face. Simulating each gate in turn involves only a constant number of additional vertices and edges, and it is easy to
see that this gives rise to a≤log

m reduction.2
A natural open question is whether the preceding corollary also holds, when≤log

bf−tt is replaced by≤log
T .

6 Higher Genus

In this section we prove that thes-t-connectivity problem for graphs of genus one reduces to the planar case. Throughout
this section, we will assume that we are given an embeddingΠ of a graphG onto a surface of genus one. (Unlike the planar
case, it does not appear to be known if testing whether a graph has genusg > 0 can be accomplished in logspace, even for
g = 1 [MV00].) Given such an embedding, using [AM04], we can check in logspace whether the minimal genus of the graph
is one.

We introduce here some terminology and definitions relating to graphs on surfaces. It will be sufficient to give informal
definitions of various notions; the interested reader can refer to [MT01] for more rigorous definitions.

A closed orientablesurface is one that can be obtained by adding handles to a sphere in3-space. The genus of the resulting
surface is equal to the number of handles added; see also the text [GT87]. Given a graphG, the genus of the graph is the
genus of the (closed orientable) surface of least genus on which the graph can be embedded.

Given a graphG embedded on a closed orientable surface, and a cycle of the graph embedded on the surface, there are
two (possibly intersecting) subgraphs, called the twosidesof the cycle with respect to the embedding. Informally, a side
of a cycle is the set of vertices of the graph that are path-connected (via a path in the graph, each edge of the graph being
considered regardless of direction) to some vertex on the cycle, such that this path does not cross the cycle itself. (In the
considerations below, we are concerned only with genus one graphs for which this notion of path-connectivity suffices.) A
cycle thereby has two sides, which are called theleft and theright sides. If the left and right sides of a cycle have nonempty
intersection, then we call the cycle asurface-nonseparating cycle. Note that a graph embedded on a sphere (i.e., a planar
graph) does not have any surface-nonseparating cycles. Also, it is easy to see that afacial cycle (one that forms the boundary
of a face in the embedding of the graph on the surface) cannot be surface-nonseparating. Given a cycleC in an embedded
graph, it is easy to check in logspace whetherC is surface-nonseparating: merely check whether there is a vertexv ∈ G,
such thatv is path-connected to both sides ofC (on the embedding).

Lemma 5 Let G be a graph of genusg > 0, and letT be a spanning tree ofG. Then there is an edgee ∈ E(G) such that
T ∪ {e} contains a surface-nonseparating cycle.

Proof: The proof follows ideas from [Tho90] which introduces the “3-path condition”:

Definition 6 LetK be a family of cycles ofG as follows. We say thatK satisfies the3-path condition if it has the following
property. Ifx, y are vertices ofG andP1, P2, P3 are internally disjoint paths joiningx andy, and if two of the three cycles
Ci,j = Pi ∪ Pj (1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3) are not inK, then also the third cycle is not inK.
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We quote the following from [MT01].

Proposition 7 (Proposition4.3.1 of [MT01]) The family ofΠ-surface-nonseparating cycles satisfies the3-path condition.

Suppose, that∀e, (T ∪ {e}) does not have a surface-nonseparating cycle. We will prove that no cycleC in the graph
G can be surface-nonseparating, by induction on the numberk of non-tree edges inC. This contradicts the fact that every
non-planar graph has a surface-nonseparating cycle ([MT01, Lemma 4.2.4 and the following discussion]) and thus suffices
to prove the claim.

The basis (k = 1) follows from the above supposition.
For the inductive step fromk − 1 to k, let a cycleC be given withk edges not inT .
Take any non-tree edgee = (x, y) on C. Consider the tree pathP betweenx andy. If P never leaves the cycleC, then

C is a fundamental cycle and we are done by the assumption fork = 1. Otherwise, we can consider a maximal segmentS of
P not in C. Let S lie between verticesu andv of C. Now, we have three paths betweenu andv : the two paths betweenu
andv onC (call theseC1, C2), and pathS. Note that bothS ∪C1 andS ∪C2 have fewer thank non-tree edges. Hence they
are not surface-nonseparating cycles by the induction assumption. So, by the3-path condition, neither isC = C1 ∪ C2.

This completes the induction, and the proof.2

At this point we are able to describe how to reduce thes-t-connectivity problem for graphs of genus one to the planar
case.

Given a graphG of genus one and an embeddingΠ of G onto the torus, construct an (undirected) spanning treeT of G.
For each edgee of G that is not inT , determine whether the unique cycleCe in T ∪{e} is surface-nonseparating, as follows.

Let Ce = {v1, v2, · · · , vr}. Let Ge be the graph obtained fromG by cutting alongthe cycleCe (as described in [MT01,
p. 105]). (For the purposes of visualization, it is useful to imagine cycles as embedded on an inner tube. Cutting along a
surface-separating cycle amounts to cutting a hole in the inner tube (resulting in two pieces). In contrast, ifCe is surface-
nonseparating, then it is embedded either like a ribbon tied around the tube, or like a whitewall painted on the inner tube.
In the former case, cutting alongCe turns the inner tube into a bent cylinder with a copy ofCe on each end; in the latter
case cutting alongCe results in a flat ring with one copy ofCe around the inside and one around the outside. In this latter
case, the graph is again topologically equivalent to a cylinder with a copy ofCe on each side.) More formally, the graphGe

has two copies of each of the vertices{v1, v2, · · · , vr}, which we denote by{v1,1, v2,1, · · · , vr,1}, and{v1,2, v2,2, · · · , vr,2}.
For every edge(u, vj) (or (vj , u)) on the right side ofCe (according toΠ), Ge has the edge(u, vj,1) ((vj,1, u), respectively),
and for every edge(u, vj) ((vj , u),respectively) on the left side ofCe we have the edge(u, vj,2) (or (vj,2, u)) in Ge. The
graphGe also has two copies of the cycleCe, which we denote byCe,1 andCe,2. That is, we have edges betweenvj,b and
vj+1,b for eachb ∈ {1, 2} and each1 ≤ j ≤ r, directed as inCe. An important property of cutting along the cycleCe

is that if Ce was surface-nonseparating, then the resulting graphGe is planar, and the the cyclesCe,1 andCe,2 are facial
cycles ([MT01, p. 106,Lemma 4.2.4]). (Otherwise,Ge will not be planar.) Thus in logspace we can determine whetherCe is
surface-nonseparating.

By Lemma 5, we are guaranteed to find a surface-nonseparating cycle by testing each edgee that is not inT . The graph
Ge does not have the same connectivity properties asG; s andt might have been connected inG but not inGe. In particular,
any directed path inG from s to t that uses edges fromboththe right and left sides ofCe is not replicated inGe. As in Section
3, we solve this problem by pasting together copies of the graphGe, as follows. The operation of “pasting” two copies ofGe

together consists of identifying the verticesv1,1, v2,1, . . . , vr,1 in one copy with the verticesv1,2, v2,2, . . . , vm,2 in the other
copy. (Note that this amounts to “sewing together” two copies of the path that were “cut apart” in creatingGe from G.)

Now construct the graphG′ consisting of2n + 1 copies ofGe pasted together in this way: the “original copy” in the
middle, andn copies along each side, forming one long cylinder. Since this cylinder has genus zero, it is easy to see thatG′

is planar.
As in Section 3, a simple inductive argument shows that there is a directed path froms to t in G if and only if there is a

directed path from (the original copy of)s to one of the copies oft in G′. Thus we have presented a logspace-computable
disjunctive truth-table reduction to the planar directeds-t-connectivity problem. We obtain a many-one reduction by appeal
to Corollary 4. Thus we have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 8 Thes-t-connectivity problem for graphs of genus one is≤log
m reducible to the planar directeds-t-connectivity

problem.
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Figure 4. Nine GGRproblems.

7 Versions of theGGRProblem

Up until this point in the paper, we have not needed to be very careful about the way that grid graphs are encoded.
However, many of the results in this and later sections discuss completeness and equivalence under first-order projections –
and in order for us to easily establish reducibility via projections in some instances, we must impose some restrictions upon
the encoding. It will be clear to the reader that the encodings that we use are equivalent to other, more natural, encodings,
under≤AC0

m reductions. As a consequence of Propositions 15 and 16, it follows that the more natural encodings are, in fact,
reducible to these more restricted versions under projections, and hence they are equivalent under first-order projections.

An instance of the general GGR problem consists of a graphG on ann-by-m grid, along with two distinguished vertices
s andt. However, for the rest of this paper, we will restrict attention to graphs on a grid of size3n-by-3n with s in position
(n, n) andt in position(2n, 2n). It is easy to see how to transform an arbitrary grid graph instance into an instance withs

andt in these designated positions via an≤AC0

m reduction, by “stretching” (and possibly reflecting) the original grid.
We continue by defining and exploring a number of special cases of the GGR problem, based on a variety of restrictions

on the grid graphs and on the verticess andt.

7.1 Nine Problems

We first consider two restrictions on the global structure of a GGR problem, and two local restrictions:

• The problem GGR-B is the set of directed grid graphsG wheres andt are vertices on theboundary of G, and there
is a path froms to t in G. (Equivalently,G is ann-by-n grid, with s in position(1, 1) andt in position(n, n).)

• The problem LGGR is the set oflayered directed grid graphsG, havingonly east and south edges, where there is a
path froms to t. (Again, we use the convention thats is in position(1, 1) andt is in position(n, n).)

• The problem 1GGR is the set of directed grid graphsG of outdegree at most 1where there is a path froms to t. (Since
a cycle of length two can not contribute to a path froms to t, and since the existence of such cycles makes certain of
our reductions more complicated, and since such cycles are easy to eliminate via a syntactic test, we assume that there
is no cycle of length 2 in an instance of 1GGR.)

• The problem 11GGR is the set of directed grid graphsG of indegree and outdegree at most 1where there is a path
from s to t.

It is obvious that 11GGR is a special case of 1GGRand LGGR is a special case of GGR-B. The local and global restrictions
are orthogonal, so that the three global conditions (general, boundary, and layered) and three local conditions (general,
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outdegree 1, both degrees 1) give us nine special cases of the GGR problem: GGR, 1GGR, 11GGR, GGR-B, 1GGR-B,
11GGR-B, LGGR, 1LGGR, and 11LGGR. Even the easiest of these problems, 11LGGR, is non-trivial, as we will show in
Section 8 that it is hard for the classTC0.

There are other natural ways to define a layered graph. We could forbid only one of the four directions of edges rather
than two. Or we could allow diagonal edges but force them to go only northeast, east, or southeast, making each north-south
column a layer according to the standard definition. But it is an easy exercise to construct a first-order projection from a graph
satisfying any one of these restrictions to one satisfying any of the others. (We prove a very similar result in Proposition 26.)

7.2 Undirected GGR

One of the most natural local restrictions on a graph isundirectedness. Long before Reingold [Rei05] showed that the
undirected reachability problem is inL, Blum and Kozen [BK78] showed that the UGGR problem, testing reachability in
undirected grid graphs, is inL. Here we show that UGGR is equivalent tofour of the nine versions of GGR we have just
defined:

Theorem 9 The problemsUGGR, UGGR-B, 1GGR, 1GGR-B, 11GGR, and11GGR-Bare all equivalent under first-order
projections.

Proof: We will show that 1GGR≤FO
projUGGR≤FO

proj UGGR-B≤FO
proj 11GGR-B≤FO

proj1GGR, appealing to Section 7.3 for the
second reduction and observing that the last reduction is trivial.

Lemma 10 1GGR≤FO
projUGGR

Proof: The well-known general reduction from outdegree one reachability to undirected reachability works without modifi-
cation for grid graphs. Given an outdegree one grid graphG and verticess andt, create an undirected graphH by modifying
G to delete the edge (if any) out oft and change each directed arc to an undirected edge. Since the vertices with paths tot in
G form a directed tree, the corresponding vertices inH are simplyt’s connected component. Sos has a directed path tot in
G if and only if it has an undirected path tot in H. The reduction is clearly a first-order projection.2

Lemma 11 UGGR-B≤FO
proj11GGR-B

Proof: We merely have to formalize the familiar “right-hand rule” for exploring mazes – if we place our right hand on the
wall and keep walking with our hand on the wall, we will return to our starting place having gone completely around the
connected component of wall to our right. If both our starting place and our goal are on the boundary of the entire maze, they
are on the boundary of their connected component.

More formally, given an undirected grid graphG and verticess and t on its boundary, we define a grid graphH of
indegree and outdegree at most 1 as follows. The vertices ofH will be points(a/3, b/3) wherea andb are integers – when
both coordinates are integers we identify this vertex ofH with the corresponding vertex ofG. (Note that the positivex
direction is east, and the positivey direction is south.) The directed edges ofH will have the property that there is an edge of
G 1/3 unit to their right in their direction of travel, unless they are turning a corner:

• If there is an edge inG between(u, v) and(u + 1, v), then there are directed arcs inH from (u + 1/3, v − 1/3) to
(u + 2/3, v − 1/3) and from(u + 2/3, v + 1/3) to (u + 1/3, v + 1/3).

• If there is an edge inG between(u, v) and(u, v + 1), then there are directed arcs inH from (u − 1/3, v + 2/3) to
(u− 1/3, v + 1/3) and from(u + 1/3, v + 1/3) to (u + 1/3, v + 2/3).

• If (u, v) is a vertex ofG with no edge inG to (u + 1, v), thenH has edges from(u + 1/3, v − 1/3) to (u + 1/3, v)
and from(u + 1/3, v) to (u + 1/3, v + 1/3).

• If (u, v) is a vertex ofG with no edge inG to (u − 1, v), thenH has edges from(u − 1/3, v + 1/3) to (u − 1/3, v)
and from(u− 1/3, v) to (u− 1/3, v − 1/3).

• If (u, v) is a vertex ofG with no edge inG to (u, v + 1), thenH has edges from(u + 1/3, v + 1/3) to (u, v + 1/3)
and from(u, v + 1/3) to (u− 1/3, v + 1/3).

10
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Figure 6. Putting s and t on the same row.

• If (u, v) is a vertex ofG with no edge inG to (u, v − 1), thenH has edges from(u − 1/3, v − 1/3) to (u, v − 1/3)
and from(u, v − 1/3) to (u + 1/3, v − 1/3).

We define verticess′ andt′ in H by moving1/3 unit away from the rest ofG from s andt respectively. It is clear that
H has both indegree and outdegree at most one, and that there is a directed path froms′ to t′ in H if and only if there is an
undirected path froms to t in H. Figure 5 shows the result of this construction on a small undirected graph.2

Thus all these versions of the problem are equivalent under first-order projections.2

7.3 The Boundary Construction

In this section we show that each of the problems GGR, UGGR, and 1GGR reduces via first-order projections to the
special case wheres andt are on the external boundary. For simplicity, we first consider GGR. (The reader will note some
similarity with the proof presented in Section 3.)

Theorem 12 GGR≤FO
projGGR-B.

Proof: Let G0 be a grid graph. We modifyG0 to obtain a new graphG, in whichs andt appear on the same horizontal row
of G; call this rowm; this is accomplished by adding some paths to effect a vertical shift of part of the grid, as illustrated in
Figure 6. We may assume without loss of generality that there is no vertical edge out ofs or into t, and may also assume that
s is a source andt is a sink; note also thats appears to the left oft in the grid. ModifyG by inserting a new row of “dummy”
vertices just above rowm of G, to obtain a new graphG′. In G′ there are no horizontal edges in rowm + 1, and all edges
that enter rowm + 1 vertically from above continue on below, and vice-versa.

Now build a new graphH by cuttingG′ horizontally along rowm + 1 to obtain two gridsG′
top andG′

bottom. There is a
copy of rowm + 1 in each ofG′

top andG′
bottom. In H, the graphG′

bottom appearsaboveG′
top. For each vertexv in row m1

to the left ofs or to the right oft, there is a path connecting the the two copies ofv, going around the closest side boundary,
and directed the same way as the edge that passes throughv in G, as illustrated in Figure 7. Also as illustrated in Figure 7,

s t
m

m+1

s t

H

s’ t’

Figure 7. The basic gadget H
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Figure 8. Connecting multiple copies of H

add new verticess′ andt′ at the top right and left corners, respectively, connected via paths tos andt. For the vertices in row
m + 1 that appear betweens andt, add vertical paths that we will use to connect different copies ofH together.

Let there ben vertices inG. Create2n + 1 copies ofH, labeledH−n,H−n−1, . . . ,H−1,H0,H1, . . . Hn, and connected
vertically with H0 in the middle, where the connections are made at the vertical paths between the copies ofs andt in the
bottom row ofHi−1 and the corresponding paths in the top row ofHi. (See Figure 8.) A simple inductive argument shows
that there is a path froms to t in G0 iff there is a path froms′0 to one of the verticest′i. The vertexs′0 is on the external face,
as is each of the verticest′i. The construction is completed by creating a new vertext′′ and adding paths from eacht′i to t′′.
Call the resulting grid graphH ′. It is easy to see that this reduction can be accomplished by means of a first-order projection,
i.e., the presence or absence of each edge in the resulting graph depends on the presence or absence of a single edge in the
input graph.2

Corollary 13 UGGR≤FO
projUGGR-Band1GGR≤FO

proj1GGR-B

Proof: If G0 has outdegree one, then the graphH ′ also has outdegree one. IfG0 is undirected, then the graphH ′ will also
be undirected, if we modify the construction by addingundirectedpaths froms′ to s and fromt to t′, as well as from eacht′i
to t′′. 2

We conclude this section with the observation that a much simpler construction is sufficient if we wish to putonespecified
vertex on the boundary, instead of two.

Proposition 14 For any given grid graphG and vertexv, there is a graphH that can be expressed as a first-order projection
of G, that has the same connectivity properties asG, but has vertexv on the boundary ofH.

Proof: The three figures Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11 illustrate how any given cellE of the grid graphG (containing
vertexv) can be “stretched” to become the boundary ofH (with the subgrids that surroundedE being flipped over into the
interior ofE). 2

7.4 Five Problems

The results of the preceding section and of Section 7.3 reduce our nine problems to five. If we close each under first-order
reductions, we get a hierarchy of complexity classes withinNL and (as we shall see in Section 8) aboveTC0. Since each
problem has a number of interesting alternate formulations, we spend some time looking at each in turn:
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Figure 12. The five surviving GGR problems.
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7.4.1 GGR

We have already presented most of our theorems regarding the general GGR problem (namely, that GGR is equivalent to
reachability in planar graphs under logspace reductions). We showed in Section 7.3 that GGR and GGR-B are equivalent
under first-order reductions. We have also already mentioned that GGR∈ UL [BTV07].

It is worth spending a paragraph discussing whether GGR is complete forNL. Since many would conjecture thatNL =
UL, the fact that GGR∈ UL is not strong evidence that GGR is not complete forNL, although it certainly qualifies as
circumstantial evidence. Additional circumstantial evidence for its not being complete forNL comes from the following
observations:

• GGR is not even known to be hard forL under first-order reductions; for all other known examples of complete
problems forNL hardness forL is essentially trivial.

• The proof of the Immerman-Szelepcsényi theorem [Imm88, Sze88] showing thatNL is closed under complement bears
little relation to the simple argument showing that GGR reduces to its complement. (Namely there isnopath froms to
t in a grid graphG iff there is a path, from some boundary vertex on one path froms to t to a boundary vertex on the
other path, in thecomplement-dualgrid graph. For details see [BLMS98].)

It has been noticed by Jakoby and Tantau [JT06] that GGR is equivalent under first-order projections to a restriction of
GGR that they call “tournament grid graphs”. Such graphs are obtained from a complete undirectedn× n grid by assigning
a direction to each edge.

We close this section with an observation about closure under first-order reductions: ¿

Proposition 15 A language is in the classFO + GGR iff it projection-reduces toGGR.

The proof is identical to the proof of Proposition 16 in the next section.

7.4.2 UGGR

We found above that UGGR, undirected grid graph reachability, has a number of equivalent formulations including its
boundary version UGGR-B. To these we may add the problem of determining the winner in a completed game of HEX
[Bus06], because a hexagonal grid can easily be mapped by a projection reduction to the Euclidean grids we have defined
here. Like GGR-B, UGGR-B projection-reduces directly to its complement by taking a complement-dual graph. This gives
it another robustness property:

Proposition 16 A language is in the classFO + UGGR iff it projection-reduces toUGGR.

Proof: We show that the set of languages that projection-reduce to UGGR-B, and hence (by Section 7.3) to UGGR, is closed
under≤AC0

T reductions. We give an inductive argument on the depth of the circuits computing the≤AC0

T reduction (where
without loss of generality the circuits for different lengths have the same structure, and all gates on the same level are of the
same type). The inductive hypothesis is that the value of each wirew leading into a top-level gate can be represented as the
answer to the question of whether or not a graphGw is in UGGR-B whereGw is a projection of the input graphG. This is
clearly true if the only gates are NOT gates, which establishes the basis for the induction. If the top-level gate is an AND gate,
then it suffices to connect the graphsGw in series. Similarly, if the top-level gate is an OR gate, then it suffices to connect
the graphsGw in parallel. If the top level gate is a NOT gate, then as we observed above, the complement-dual graph lets
us represent the negation of a UGGR-B problem as the OR of polynomially many UGGR-B problems (and thus again we
can connect these graphs in parallel.) If the top level gate is an oracle gateg, then we can replace each wirew (representing
an edge(x, y) in the encoding of the grid graphH presented as input tog) by a small sub-grid encoding the graphGw,
identifying the source vertex asx and the sink vertex asy. The details are straightforward to fill in; by simple padding we
may assume that all of the graphsGw are the same size.2

In its incarnation as 11GGR, UGGR can be seen to have the followingcountingproperty:

Proposition 17 If G is a directed grid graph of indegree and outdegree each at most one, then the following predicate
projection-reduces toUGGR: DIST(s, t, k)↔ the path out ofs reachest in exactlyk steps.
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Figure 13. The Construction of Proposition 17

Proof: We first note that we can determine many properties of thedirectedpath out ofs in G by usingFO + UGGR to
answer questions about relatedundirected graphs. By looking at the undirected graph obtained by erasing the arrows inG,
we can tell whether the path passes through a given vertexv. By removing an edge from this undirected graph and retesting,
we can determine whether a given directed edge occurs on the path inG. Similarly, we can tell whether the path turns a
corner at a given vertex.

If the path does turn a corner at a vertexv, then either the path cuts across the diagonal line atv running from northeast to
southwest, or else it cuts across the diagonal line atv running from northwest to southeast. Let us callv an “NE” vertex in
the first case, and an “NW” vertex in the second case.

Now we can define a graphHs,t,k where each vertex along the path is replaced byk + 1 copies. These copies are placed
in a diagonal line from northeast to southwest ifv is an “NE” vertex or if the path does not turn a corner atv, and the copies
are placed in a diagonal line from northwest to southeast otherwise. Each edge along this path is replaced by a “cable” of
k + 1 parallel straight paths. The copies of each vertex and edge are numbered so that copyk is to the left and copy0 is to
the right in the direction of the path’s travel.

Finally, on each incoming cable, we insert a shift component so that the path forming thei’th copy of each edge now
connects thei’th copy of its source to thei + 1’st copy of its destination. (See Figure 13.) Note that this graphH also has
indegree and outdegree at most 1. Then DIST(s, t, k) is true iff there is a path inH from copy0 of s to copyk of t. We can
defineH in FO + UGGR, and thus by Proposition 16 we can defineH as a first-order projection ofG.

2

In Section 9 we will be interested in the depth-first search of a directed tree embedded in a grid graph. If we convert the
directed tree to an undirected tree and then to a graph of indegree and outdegree one by the constructions of this section, we
produce a tour of the vertices of the tree that exactly follows the order in which they are visited by the depth-first search.
Because we can count the length of paths in this final graph, we conclude:

Theorem 18 LetT be a directed tree embedded in a grid graph and consider the depth-first search ofT that visits children
of a node in the left-to-right order given by the embedding. Then the following properties of the search are each computable
in FO + UGGR: start time of a vertex, finish time of a vertex, depth of a vertex, and whether one vertex is an ancestor of
another.2

7.4.3 LGGR

We begin with a simple proposition:;

Proposition 19 Reachability in layered planar digraphs is logspace-reducible toLGGR.

Note: When we refer to “layered planar digraphs” we mean layered graphs that are presented with vertices already
partitioned into layers, with a vertex labeled as the “bottom” of each layer, and a planar embedding of the edges into the
vertical space between each layer of vertices.
Proof: Given a layered planar graphG (with vertices already partitioned into layers as discussed above), first check to see
whether there are any vertices with indegree or outdegree greater than 2. If so, then add some dummy layers, replacing nodes
with large fan-in or fan-out with small trees of fan-in or fan-out at most 2. This is easy to accomplish in logspace.
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Since each layer has a vertex labeled as the “bottom” vertex in the layer, we can easily compute an ordering on the vertices
in each layer that is consistent with the planar embedding; if we know thatv is theith vertex in the layer, then the vertex at
positioni + 1 can be found by walking around the appropriate face that is adjacent to vertexv. (Any vertex that is omitted in
this way must be unreachable from the start vertex.) This yields a natural assignment of vertices to a coarse grid (since each
vertex occupies a known layer and the vertices have a known ordering within the layer). Now it is a simple matter to embed
edges along a fine grid, as in the proof of Theorem 2. In this embedding, none of the edges point to the west. As observed at
the end of Section 7.1, instances of GGR where no edges point west can easily be reduced to LGGR.2

We now present our main theorem that deals with layered grid graphs.

Theorem 20 LGGR∈ UL.

Proof: Let G be a layeredn×n grid graph, with vertexs in column 1 and vertext in columnn. We define a weight function
w on the edges ofG as follows. Ife is directed vertically (that is, from(i, j) to (i+1, j)), thene has weight zero. Otherwise,
e is directed horizontally and is of the form(i, j)→ (i, j +1). In this case, the weight ofe is i. This weight function induces
a natural weight function on paths; the weight of a path is the sum of the weights of its edges. (It is a helpful approximation
to think of the weight of a path as the number of boxes of the grid that lie above the path.)

The minimal-weight simple path froms to any vertexv is unique. This is because if there are two pathsP1 andP2 from s
to v that have the same weight, there must be some column in whichP1 is higher thanP2 and another column in whichP2 is
higher thanP1. SinceG is a layered grid graph, this means that there is some point in between these two columns in which
the two paths intersect. The path froms to v that follows the two paths until they diverge, and then follows the path closer to
the top of the grid until they next intersect, and continues in this way untilv is reached, will have smaller weight than either
P1 or P2, and thus they cannot have had minimal weight.

At this point, we are able to mimic the argument of [RA00].
Let Ck be the set of all vertices in columnk that are reachable froms. Let ck = |Ck|. Let Σk be the sum, over all

v ∈ Ck of the minimal weight path froms to v. Exactly as in [RA00], there is aUL algorithm that, given(G, k, ck,Σk, v),
can determine whether there is a path froms to v or not. (We emphasize the words “or not”; if there is no path, theUL
machine will determine this fact; the algorithm presented in [RA00] has this property.) Furthermore, this algorithm has the
property that, ifv is reachable froms, then theUL machine can compute the weight of the minimal-weight path froms to v.
(Informally, the machine tries each vertexx in columnk in turn, keeping a running tally of the number of vertices that have
been found to be reachable, and the total weight of the guessed paths. For each vertexx, the machine guesses whether there
is a path froms to x; if it guesses there is a path, then it tries to guess the path, and increments its running totals. Ifx = v,
then it remembers the weight of the path that was guessed. At the end, if the running totals do not equalck andΣk, then
the machine concludes that it did not make good guesses and aborts. By the properties of the weight function, there will be
exactly one path that makes the correct guesses and does not abort.)

It suffices now to show that aUL machine can compute the valuesck andΣk. Observe first of all thatc1 is easy to compute
(by simply walking down column 1 froms and counting how many vertices are reachable), andΣ1 = 0.

Assuming that the valuesck andΣk are available, the numbersck+1 andΣk+1 can be computed as follows. Initialize
ck+1 andΣk+1 to zero. For each vertexv in columnk + 1, for each edge of the formx → y to a vertexy in columnk + 1
such that there is a path in columnk + 1 from y to v, if x ∈ Ck via a minimal-weight path of weightwx, then compute the
weightw′

x of the path tov throughx. Let wv be minimum of all such valueswx. Incrementck+1 by one (to indicate thatv
is reachable) and increaseΣk+1 by wv. (This algorithm is actually more general than necessary; it is easy to show that the
minimal-weight path tov will always be given by the “topmost” vertexx ∈ Ck for which there is an edgex→ y to a vertex
y that can reachv in columnk + 1.)

This completes the proof.2
We observe that we have shown that aUL algorithm can also determine whether there isnot a path froms to t, and thus

LGGR is inUL ∩ coUL.
One interesting question regarding LGGR is whether it is any easier than general GGR. It seems plausible that searching

for a path that must always make progress in a given direction would be easier than searching for one that could double back
upon itself arbitrarily. But the evidence we have for this is rather thin. Now that PLANAR .STCONN has also been shown to
lie in UL ∩ coUL ([BTV07]) we have no upper bounds for the layered case that are not also known to hold for the general
case.

Another interesting question is the relationship, if any, between LGGR and reachability for general grid graphs that happen
to be acyclic. The two restrictions seem similar, but nothing is known.
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It is not clear whether LGGR reduces to its complement. The complement-dual of a grid graph whose edges go only east
and south is a grid graph that containsall possiblenorth and east edges, and some edges going south and west. There may
be a way to reduce this problem to LGGR, but we don’t know of one.

LGGR is also a special case of evaluating alayered monotone planar circuit, where the circuit has only OR gates and
constant0 gates (except for one constant1 gate). Limayeet al. [LMS06] give a nice survey of the various versions of this
problem along with some new results.

7.4.4 1LGGR

The 1LGGR problem has some alternate characterizations, which we find useful in proving our results about this problem.

Definition 21 An outdegree exactly-one layered grid graphis an instance of1LGGRwhere every vertex not appearing on
the boundary has outdegree 1. That is, the only sinks are on the boundary. The reachability problem on these graphs is
denoted byE1LGGR.

Lemma 22 E1LGGRis equivalent (via projections) to the reachability problem on directed grid graphs that have some east
edges, all possible south edges, and no north or west edges.

Proof: We first reduce this new problem to E1LGGR. LetG be a layered grid graph with some east and all south edges.
Without loss of generality lets be the northwest corner andt the southeast corner. Define the following instanceH of
E1LGGR. The vertices ofH are the same as those ofG. If vertexv has an east edge out of it inG, it has an east edge out of it
in H. Otherwise it has a south edge out of it inH. Clearly, every vertex ofH that is not on the south boundary has outdegree
one. It is easy to show by induction that the path out ofs in H reaches or passes directly north of every vertex reachable in
G. Either this path ends at a vertex on the south boundary that has no east edge, or it reaches the east boundary and thus goes
south tot. So the path inG exists iff the path inH does.

For the other reduction, letG be an instance of E1LGGR. DefineH to be a copy ofG with all possible south edges added.
DefineGT to be the layered grid graph obtained fromG by reflecting about the northwest-to-southeast diagonal, and letH ′

be a copy ofGT with all possible south edges added. Finally, letI be aseries connectionof H andH ′ – a layered grid graph,
with all south edges present, obtained by placingH in the northwest quarter andH ′ in the southeast quarter of a single graph,
identifying the southeast corner ofH with the northwest corner ofH ′. It is easy now to verify that there is a path from the
northwest corner ofI to the southeast corner iff the unique path froms in G reachest, rather than some other sink on the
boundary ofG. 2

Proposition 23 The language of problems projection-reducible toE1LGGRis closed under complement.

Proof: The complement-dual of a layered grid graph with some east edges and all south edges has all possible north and
east edges, some south edges, and no west edges. But the north edges are of no additional use in making a path from north to
south, so this is equivalent to a problem with some south and all east edges, clearly isomorphic to the problem with all south
and some east.2

Theorem 24 1LGGR and E1LGGR are equivalent under projections (and thus, by the preceding proposition,1LGGR
projection-reduces to its complement).

Proof: Since E1LGGR is a special case of 1LGGR, it suffices to reduce 1LGGR to E1LGGR. First, we present a first-order
reduction. LetG be an instance of 1LGGR. LetH be a graph with the same set of vertices and containing all of the edges
of G, but with the property that ifv is an internal sink inG, thenv has an edge leading out to the east inH. H is clearly an
instance of E1LGGR, and there is path froms to t in G if and only if (there is a path froms to t in H and, for every sinkv
of G, there is not a path froms to v in H).

It remains to simulate this reduction with a projection. Note thatH can be formed as a projection fromG; although the
condition thatv is a sink depends ontwo bits of G, we can phrase this condition equivalently by saying that there is an east
edge out ofv iff there is not a south edge out ofv. Next note that the first-order reduction is the AND of a reachability
question onH with polynomially-many conditions of the formCv: “v is not a sink or there is not a path froms to v in H”.
Cv is equivalent to the negation of the condition “v is a sink and there is a path froms to v in H”, which can be expressed
by a reachability question in a graph with two components: the first component is a two-by-two grid graph containing the
negations of the two edges out ofv, and the second component is the subgraph ofH with v as terminal node. It is easy to
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see that the negation ofCv can thus be expressed as a projection of E1LGGR, and thus by the preceding proposition, each
conditionCv can be posed as a positive query to E1LGGR.

All of the polynomially-many reachability conditions of our first-order reduction can be combined in series to form a
single instance of E1LGGR. (That is: form a grid with the queried graphs along the main diagonal, with vertexs in one
graph identified with vertext in the next. Vertices along the boundaries of the queried graphs are connected to paths running
east or south to the boundary of the large graph, to maintain the property that the only sinks are on the boundary.) This yields
the desired projection.2

Theorem 25 Any language first-order reducible to1LGGR is projection-reducible to it.

Proof: We follow essentially the same strategy as in the proof of Proposition 16 – but we cannot use the same construction
of simulating an OR gate by a parallel connection, since that construction does not have outdegree 1. However, using
DeMorgan’s laws, we can assume that a first-order reduction to 1LGGR is computed by a constant-depth circuit with only
AND and NOT gates, in addition to oracle gates for 1LGGR. The inductive argument now proceeds in exactly the same way
as in the proof of Proposition 16, but we need to be more careful in the way that oracle gates are simulated. LetG be the
n-by-m grid corresponding to the input wires of an oracle gate, where by induction we are assuming that we have instances
of 1LGGRGw for each of these wires. For each possible horizontal edge(u, v) of G represented by wirew, we can place
Gw diagonally betweenu andv, so that all edges ofGw are running northeast or southeast. For each vertical edge(u, v)
represented by wirew, we placeGw diagonally betweenu andv so that all edges ofGw are running southwest or southeast.
If we rotate this graph 45 degrees counterclockwise, we obtain a grid graph with outdegree one having no west edges, such
that there is a path froms to t if and only if there is a path froms to t in G. The proof is completed by showing that
reachability in graphs of this type is projection-reducible to 1LGGR; see Proposition 26.2

Proposition 26 The restriction of1GGRto instances having no west edges projection-reduces to1LGGR.

Proof: Consider a directedn by n grid graphG with no west edges, a vertexs on the west boundary, and a vertext on the
right boundary. We describe how to successively recast this GGR instance as a sequence of GGR-like instances, the last of
which is a 1LGGR instance.

• Our first graphG′ is n by n(n + 1) and has edges that go northeast, east, and southeast. We embed the vertices ofG in
G′ so that there aren columns of new vertices between each column ofG vertices. For each east edge inG, we make
a corresponding path ofn + 1 east edges inG′. For each north or south edge inG, we put northeast or southeast edges
respectively on the corresponding vertex inG′ and each of the nextn − 1 new vertices in the same row. Note thatG′

also has outdegree one. We can now see that if the path inG from vertexu first reaches a particular column at vertex
v, then the path out ofu in G′ also goes tov.

• We now makeG′′ by doubling the size ofG′ and replacing each east edge with a path of length two consisting of a
northeast and a southeast edge. Northeast and southeast edges inG′ become paths of two northeast or two southeast
edges inG′′.

• Finally, we make a 1LGGR instanceH by rotatingG′′ 45 degrees clockwise so that its edges go east and south.

2

As we will see in Section 8, the complexity class of problems first-order reducible to 1LGGR lies somewhere betweenL
andNC1. These two classes exemplify one contrast between sequential computation (L) and parallel computation (NC1). The
question of whetherL = NC1 is the question of whether sequential computations using only log space can be parallelized to
a certain extent. (Of courseL problems can be solved inO(log2) parallel bit operations becauseL ⊆ NC2, but the question
is whether we can get depthO(log n).)

Here is a problem that looks to be inherently somewhat sequential, in that a polynomial number of operationsappearto
be necessary in sequence. LetA be ann by n Boolean array and consider the following Java code fragment:

int count = 0;
for (int i=0; i < n; i++)

if (A[i,count]) count++;

Determining whether the value ofcount at the end of this fragment is some valuek is easily projection-reduced to
1LGGR. If 1LGGR∈ NC1, then this code can be parallelized in some way that is not readily apparent to getO(log n) time
instead of theO(log2 n) time from pointer doubling.
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7.4.5 11LGGR

The easiest problem in our hierarchy, 11LGGR, has an interesting alternate formulation. Consider a data structure holding a
varying number of items and supporting the following two operations:

• insert(i) places a new element in positioni and moves all higher-numbered elements up by one position, and

• delete(i) removes the element in positioni and moves all higher-numbered elements down one position.

Given such a structureA, a sequences of inserts and deletes, and a positioni in A, define the predicatePreserves(A, s, i, j)
to be true iff the item in positioni at the beginning still exists and is in positionj afters is executed.

This problem is reducible to 11LGGR, because we can make a grid where each row represents a time step, each column
represents a position, each vertex represents an item at some time, edges go southwest, south, or southeast to represent the
movement or non-movement of an item, and a path thus traces the history of a given item.

What is interesting is that thisPreserves problem iscompletefor the class of problems first-order reducible to 11LGGR.
Given an arbitrary 11LGGR instance, we can interpret a layer as a time step in the history of a similar but more complicated
data structure, where several vertices might be inserted or deleted at the same time, corresponding to the sources or sinks
among that layer of vertices. But these operations may be sequentialized into single inserts and deletes as above. If we do
this for each layerG, we get aPreserves problem equivalent to the 11LGGR instance.

7.5 Acyclicity and Single-Source

We have no logspace algorithm to test whether a given directed grid graph isacyclic, because this problem is hard for
LGGR (which is not known to lie inL). But in Section 9 we will present logspace algorithms for two special cases of general
acyclic GGR.

These are thesingle-sourceproblem SMGGR and thesingle source, single-sinkproblem SSGGR. (In each case we will
assume, as per Proposition 14, that the source occurs on the boundary of the grid graph.)

Even the latter problem is non-trivial in our hierarchy:

Lemma 27 1LGGR≤FO
projSSGGR

Proof: Appealing to Lemma 22, letG be a layered grid graph with some east edges and all possible south edges, with
northwest corner(0, 0) and southeast corner(a, b). We form a graphH by adding one new row each north and south ofG
and one new column each east and west of it.H will include all possible south edges, and its east edges will be those ofG
plus all those in the two new rows. These changes do not affect reachability between vertices ofG, but inH (−1,−1) is the
only source and(a + 1, b + 1) is the only sink.2

Since most of our arguments in Section 9 apply to any graphs embedded in the plane, we will present them in general
form and note where theL constructions may be carried out inFO + UGGR in the case of grid graphs.

8 Lower Bounds

8.1 A TC0 Lower Bound For 11LGGR

Even the easiest version of GGR we have considered has nontrivial complexity:

Theorem 28 The problem11LGGRis hard forTC0 under first-order reductions.

Proof: Our reduction is from the complete problem EXACTLY-HALF, the set of binary strings with exactly the same
number of zeroes and ones. Given a stringw = w0 . . . wn−1 of lengthn, with n even, we construct a grid graphG that is an
n/2 + 1 by n/2 + 1 square with vertices numbered(0, 0) through(n/2, n/2). The edge out of vertex(i, j) is to the east (to
(i + 1, j)) if wi+j = 0 and south (to(i, j + 1)) if wi+j = 1. Thus all of the vertices in each diagonal have edges all in the
same direction (where the vertices in diagonalk are the verticesvi,j such thati + j = k). On the east and south boundary, a
vertex is a sink if its edge, by this rule, would leave the graph.

It is clear that this graph is layered and has both maximum indegree and outdegree of 1, and thus is an instance of 11LGGR
once we sets = (0, 0) andt = (n/2, n/2). Equally clearly, the unique path out ofs will take one edge east for every zero in
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w and one edge south for every one, until or unless it reaches the east or south boundary ofG. It reachest if and only if the
input string is in the language EXACTLY-HALF. The reduction is a simple first-order projection.2

We can define a special case of 11LGGR that iscompletefor TC0. Suppose that the indegree and outdegree of every vertex
is exactlyone, except for vertices on the boundary. This condition forces all the edges from vertices on a giveni + j = k
diagonal to go in the same direction. Thus it must be exactly the encoding of some string under our reduction from EXACTLY-
HALF to 11LGGR. Given two verticess = (i, j) andt = (i′, j′), we need only find the substringwi+j . . . wi′+j′−1 of this
string, and determine whether the number of zeroes in this string is exactlyi′ − i. This is clearly easy to do by reduction
to EXACTLY-HALF and is thus in the classTC0. Since our earlier reduction always produces 11LGGR problems falling
within the special case, the special case is complete forTC0.

8.2 An NC1 Lower Bound: Series-Parallel Graphs

We now show that except for the minimal problem 11LGGR, each of our versions of GGR is hard for the classNC1.
Our proof constructs a graph with aparticular series-parallel decomposition. (By contrast, Jakobyet al. [JLR06] deal with
graphs thatadmitsuch a decomposition.) While the GGR problem for such pre-decomposed graphs is inNC1, we have no
NC1 upper bound for any of the versions of GGR we have defined above.

Theorem 29 The problem1LGGR is hard for the classNC1 under first-order projections.

Proof: Our reduction is from a special case of the Boolean sentence value problem, proved to be both inNC1 and hard
for NC1 by Buss, Cook, Gupta, and Ramachandran in [BCGR92]. A Boolean sentence is an infix Boolean formula with
constants 0 and 1 and binary operators∧, ∨, and¬, and BSVP is the set of such formulas that evaluate to 1. In Theorem 5.1
of [BCGR92], they construct a Boolean sentence whose value is equivalent to that of an arbitraryO(log n) time alternating
Turing machine on a given input string of lengthn. Here we will use the fact that the sentence they construct is always:

• monotone (has no¬ operators),

• fully balanced (every constant occurs at the same depth), and

• alternating (∧ and∨ operators alternate).

We describe a general inductive construction that takes a monotone Boolean sentenceφ and produces a square grid graph
Gφ that contains all possible south edges, some east edges, and no north or west edges, such that there is a path from the
northwest to the southeast corner ofGφ if and only if φ is true. Figure 14 illustrates the construction.

As we observed in Section 7.2, 1LGGR can be defined in terms of reachability from the northwest to the southeast corner
of such graphs. In the special case of a monotone, fully balanced, and alternating formula, our construction can be simulated
by a first-order projection. This will show that the 1LGGR problem is hard forNC1 under such projections.

We map constants to 2 by 2 graphs, with no east edges for a constant0 and an east edge on the south boundary for a
constant1. Clearly a path from northwest to southeast exists forG1 and not forG0.

If φ is the formulaα ∧ β, andα andβ are already represented by square graphsGα andGβ with sides of lengtha andb
respectively, thenGφ is a square graph with side lengtha+b with Gα in its northwest corner andGβ in its southeast corridor.
The rest ofGφ has only the required south edges, except for a single east edge from(a− 1, a) to (a, a), the northwest corner
of the copy ofGβ . If there are paths from the northwest to southeast corners ofGα andGβ respectively, there is a path
from the northwest corner(0, 0) of Gφ to (a − 1, a − 1), south one step, across the east edge to(a, a), and acrossGβ to
(a + b − 1, a + b − 1). But the only way from columna − 1 to columna is across this east edge, and thus the only way to
get from(0, 0) to (a + b− 1, a + b− 1) is to cross bothGα andGβ from northwest to southeast corner. The path acrossGφ

thus exists if and only if bothα andβ are true, that is, ifφ is true.
Similarly, suppose thatφ = α ∨ β andα andβ are already represented as above. We make a square graph ofGφ of

sidea + b as before, placingGα andGβ as before. This time, our added east edges form two paths, from(a − 1, a − 1) to
(a + b− 1, a− 1) and from(0, a) to (a, a). We must show that a path exists from(0, 0) to (a + b− 1, a + b− 1) in Gφ iff
a path existseitheracrossGα or Gβ . If the path exists acrossGα, we may take it and then go due east to columna + b− 1
and then south to our goal. If the path exists acrossGβ , we can go from(0, 0) south to(0, a), then east to(a, a) and across
this path to our goal. Conversely, suppose there is a path from(0, 0) to (a + b− 1, a + b− 1). Since there are only two edges
from columna− 1 to columna, the path must use one of them. If it uses the edge from(a− 1, a− 1) to (a, a− 1) it must
have previously crossedGα, and if it uses the edge from(a− 1, a) to (a, a) it must then crossGβ .
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Figure 14. The construction of Gφ. All south edges are present.

If φ is a monotone, fully balanced, alternating Boolean sentence of depthd, this construction produces a square graphGφ

of side2d+1. To constructGφ from φ, we need only place the east edges. For thei’th of the2d constants inφ, we add an edge
from (2i + 1, 2i) to (2i + 1, 2i + 1) iff this constant is1. Without loss of generality, assume that the lowest-level operators
in φ are∧’s. Then the east edges corresponding to∧ operators go from(i2j − 1, i2j) to (i2j , i2j) wheneveri andj are both
odd. And the east paths corresponding to the∨ operators go from(i2j − 1, i2j − 1) to ((i + 1)2j − 1, i2j − 1) and from
((i− 1)2j , i2j) to (i2j , i2j) wheneveri is odd andj is even. It should be clear thatGφ can be produced from such aφ by a
first-order projection, since each edge ofGφ depends on at most one character ofφ. 2

9 Acyclic Single-Source Graphs

In this section, we present our results for Single-Sink Single-Source planar DAGs (SSPDs) and Single-Source Multiple-
Sink Planar DAGs (SMPDs).

Definition 30 An embedding of a planar DAG is said to be “Bimodal” if, for every vertexv, all incoming edges appear
consecutively in the cyclic ordering aroundv. The embedding is said to have “SSPDfaces” if each face (viewed as a
subgraph) has a single source and a single sink.

Some properties of SSPDs and SMPDs are summarized below:

Fact 31 1. There is a path from the source to every vertex in everySMPD(and thus in everySSPD).

2. There is a path from every vertex to the sink in everySSPD.

3. Every embedding of anSSPDis Bimodaland hasSSPDfaces. (see [Yan91]).

4. There is a logspace algorithm that, given anySMPD G, constructs a directed spanning treeT for G, rooted at the
source. (The algorithm simply selects (arbitrarily) one incoming edge for each vertex; it is easy to see that this is a
directed spanning tree.)

5. Preorder and postorder numberings yielding the discovery time (Discover(x)) and finishing time (Finish(x)) for each
vertexx, with respect to a depth-first search of the spanning treeG, can be computed by aL-transducer.

It is easy to see that forward edges in a depth-first search ofT can be deleted without affecting the reachability predicate.
(A non-tree edge(x, y) is a forward edge ify is a descendant ofx in T .) Since it is easy to delete such edges in logspace
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(and, in the case whenG is a grid graph, this can also be done inFO + UGGR), we assume from now on thatthere are no
forward edges. We classify edges with respect to the spanning tree obtained above as follows:

Definition 32 Given an embedding of anSMPD and one of its spanning trees, all edges in theSMPD fall in one of the
following classes:

• Tree Edges

• Local Edges: non-tree edges such that the unique undirected cycle formed by adding the edge to the tree does not
enclose any vertex strictly within its boundary.

• Jump Edges: non-tree edges that are not local edges.

We observe the following:

Observation 33 If a subgraph of anSMPDdoes not contain any jump edges, then it has all its sinks on the external face.

Proof: Any sink not on the external face must be contained strictly within some undirected cycle – but, by definition, any
undirected cycle that contains no jump edges does not strictly contain any vertex.2

Definition 34 GivenG and a spanning treeT as above, then for any vertexx 6= s we define theleft-most (right-most) path
starting fromx to be the path such that every edge(y, z) on the path is the last (resp. first) edge among all outgoing edges
fromy enumerated in the clockwise order, starting from the unique edge intox in T .

9.1 Reachability in SSPDs

Theorem 35 SSPDreachability is inL.

Proof: We first state a lemma regarding the set of vertices reachable from a fixed vertex in a given SSPD.

Lemma 36 Let R be the closed region bounded by the left-most and right-most paths from a vertexx to the sinkt. The set
of vertices inR is exactly the set of vertices reachable fromx.

This lemma tells us that, in order to determine whether there is a directed path fromu to v, it suffices to consider the
left-most and right-most paths fromu to t and find whether either of them intersects an arbitrary path froms to v. More
precisely, take the reverse of the left-most path fromv to s in the SSPD formed by reversing all edges in the given SSPD, and
call this pathp. There is a path fromu to v if and only if p intersects either the leftmost or the rightmost path fromu to t.
This yields a logspace algorithm and proves the theorem; it remains only to prove the lemma.2

Proof: (of Lemma 36)
To see that each such vertexy is indeed reachable fromx, we note that the subgraph in this region is itself an SSPD, and

then appeal to Fact 31.
To see that no vertex other than those in regionR is reachable fromx, suppose to the contrary there is such a vertexy

and a directed pathP from x to y. Then sincex ∈ R, let the pathP exit the regionR for the first time at vertexw, i.e., let
(w, z) be an edge inP such thatw ∈ R butz 6∈ R. But since the “left-most” outgoing edge fromw is part of the boundary, it
follows that all the other outgoing edges end in vertices lying either strictly withinR or on its right boundary, contradicting
the choice ofw. 2

Corollary 37 The problemSSGGRis in FO + UGGR.

Proof: Let G be a single-source, single-sink grid graph, with the source on the boundary. We can easily construct the
directed tree of Fact 31 as a first-order projection ofG, and then by Theorem 18 we can compute all the predicates necessary
to define the depth-first search of this tree inFO + UGGR. The argument of Theorem 35 refers only to reachability in graphs
of outdegree one, which is computable inFO + UGGR by Lemma 10.2
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9.2 Reachability in SMPDs

Theorem 38 SMPDreachability is inL.

Proof: We defer to later the question of how to recognize whether a given graph is an SMPD. Assume for now that we are
given a DAGG that is an SMPD with sources, and we are trying to determine whether there is a path fromu to v.

Construct a directed spanning treeT , as in Fact 31. It is easy to check in logspace whetheru is an ancestor ofv (in which
case there is a path fromu to v) or u is a descendant ofv (in which case there is no path, sinceG is a DAG). So we assume
thatu is neither an ancestor nor a descendant ofv. Hence, there is some first edge(p, q) on the tree path froms to u that
is not on the tree path froms to v. Also note that no path fromu to v can visit any descendant ofv; thus we can delete all
proper descendants ofv, so thatv is a leaf. EmbedG so thatv is on the external face.

Visualize the planar graph with the sources at the center of a circle with tree paths froms to the leaves spread out
approximately as radial lines to its circumference. Further, let the path withv as a leaf be embedded as a straight line below
s, and with the edge(p, q) embedded so thatq is directly aboves, with the rest of the path tou embedded as a straight
line aboves. Pick some arbitrary path (say, the leftmost path) fromu to a leaf and embed this path straight aboveu. This
visualization is only for the sake of providing a vivid description of the algorithm; it will be straightforward that the necessary
calculations can be done in logspace.

Note that the tree is arranged in a disk arounds, with u, s, andv arranged along the vertical axis. The axis divides the
graph into the “left” and “right” regions. Any vertexx in the left region divides it into the ancestors ofx, the descendants of
x, vertices betweenx andu, and vertices betweenx andv. A vertex in the right region also divides it in the same fashion.

For any two verticesx andy such thatx is neither an ancestor nor a descendant ofy, and bothx andy lie on the same side
of the axis, this notion also determines which ofx andy is closer tou and which is closer tov. For instance,x is closer tou
thany if the region betweenx andu is contained in the region betweeny andu.

Again in this view, consider a non-tree (local or jump) edge(x, y), that does not cross the axis. If it is on the right (left)
side of the axis, then it is said to be directedtowardv if it is embedded clockwise (counterclockwise) around the disk, else
it is said to be directedaway fromv. It is easy to see that this notion of direction can be determined for any edge(x, y) in
logspace, by comparing the discovery and finishing times ofx andy with that ofu andv.

Definition 39 An edge is calleduselessif it is directed away from v.

Fact 40 If there is a path fromu to v, then there is a path that uses no useless edges.

Proof: Consider a pathp from u to v that uses the fewest number of useless edges among all paths fromu to v. Supposep
contains some useless edge, and let(x, y) be the first useless edge onp. If a andb are two vertices appearing onp, then let
p(a, b) be the part ofp that leads froma to b.

If p(u, x) intersects the tree path froms to y atz, then we can clearly construct a pathp′ composed ofp(u, z), followed by
the tree path fromz to y, followed byp(y, v). Thusp′ is a path fromu to v with fewer useless edges (since it avoids(x, y)),
contradicting our hypothesis.

Otherwise,y is in the closed region bounded by the tree paths froms to x and froms to u, along withp(u, x). Sincev
is embedded on the external face,v lies outside this region. Thusp(y, v) must intersect the boundary of this region, which
would create a directed cycle, contrary to the fact thatG is a DAG.2

In logspace we can detect and remove useless edges; we therefore assume thatG has no useless edges. (Recall that we
have already removed the forward edges fromG.)

We need to define some basic search routines.

Definition 41 Given anSMPDG and a vertexx, let ReachLocal(x) be the set of vertices reachable fromx using only tree
edges and local edges.

Lemma 42 The predicatey ∈ ReachLocal(x) is in L.

Proof: Remove all of the jump edges fromG, and call the resulting graphG′. Since there are no jump edges, all the sinks
in G′ lie on the external face (by appealing to Observation 33). Construct a new graphG′′ by adding a new sink toG′ along
with an edge from each old sink to this new sink. ClearlyG′′ is an SSPD. Note thaty ∈ ReachLocal(x) if and only if there
is a path fromx to y in G′′. The lemma now follows by Theorem 35.2

As a consequence, we are able to make the following definition.
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Definition 43 Given vertexx 6= u, defineFarthestReach(x) to be the vertex inReachLocal(x) that is on the same side
of the axis asx and which is farthest fromu (i.e. closest tov). Note thatFarthestReach(x) can be found via a logspace
computation, givenx, as a consequence of Lemma 42.

For x = u, we can similarly enumerateReachLocal(u) and find the farthest vertex fromu in the enumeration, on the left
and right side of the axis inL. Let’s call these verticesLeftReach(u) andRightReach(u) respectively. Ties are broken by
choosing the vertex that is closer to the roots.

Observation 44 For any vertexx 6= u, there is no jump edge in the region enclosed by the following three paths:

• the tree path froms to x,

• the tree path froms to FarthestReach(x), and

• any pathp of tree and local edges fromx to FarthestReach(x).

A similar statement holds forx = u, where we replaceFarthestReach(x) by eitherLeftReach(u) or RightReach(u).

(The observation follows by noting that any such jump edge, by definition, properly encloses a vertex in the region enclosed
by the undirected cycle it forms with the tree paths froms to its endpoints. Such a vertex would also be enclosed in the cycle
formed by some local edge onp, in contradiction to the fact that no such vertex can exist for a local edge.)

Our basic strategy is as follows. We shall maintain an explored region, within which all vertices that are reachable through
existing edges have been enumerated. The “explored region” is marked by two boundary vertices on the left and right sides
of the axis, which we will store asLimleft andLimright , respectively.

Definition 45 All vertices that lie betweenLimright andu, and betweenLimleft andu, and the descendants ofLimright
andLimleft , constitute theexplored region. Here is another way to visualize the explored region. Consider the tree pathsp`

andpr that lead froms throughLimleft andLimright , respectively, and then continue on to the descendents ofLimleft and
Limright that are closest tov. The pathsp` andpr partition G into three parts:

1. vertices inp` ∪ pr,

2. vertices abovep` ∪ pr (i.e., closer tou),

3. vertices belowp` ∪ pr (i.e., closer tov).

The explored region consists of the vertices in the second block of this partition, together withLimleft and Limright and
their descendents.

The procedure stops with a positive answer ifv is enumerated, or stops with a negative answer if neitherLimleft nor
Limright progress in an iteration.

The algorithm starts with a local search fromu. Limleft andLimright are updated toLeftReach(u)andRightReach(u).
We then look for a jump edge(x, y) such thatx lies in the explored region andy lies outside it, and such thaty is closest to
the explored region. A local search is performed fromy to expand the explored region, andLimleft or Limright is updated,
to mark the new border of the explored region.
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SMPDReach(u, v)
EnumerateReachLocal(u)
if v is enumerated

then return true
Limleft ← LeftReach(u)
Limright ← RightReach(u)
z ← u
while true

do
S ← {(x, y) : (x, y) is a jump edge with

x in the explored region and
y in the unexplored region}

if S is not empty
then pick (x, y) ∈ S such that

y is closest tou on either the left side
or the right side of the axis.
(i.e., as close as possible toLimleft or Limright ),
breaking ties by pickingy
as close to the roots as possible
z ← y

else return false
EnumerateReachLocal(z)
if v is enumerated

then return true
if z is on the left side of the axis

then Limleft ← FarthestReach(z)
else Limright ← FarthestReach(z)

It is clear that the algorithm can be implemented in logspace.
Note that, sincev is a leaf on the external face, and since all useless edges have been deleted,Limleft will always be to

the left ofv (unless it is equal tov), andLimright will always to be to the right ofv (unless it is equal tov). Thus, ifv ever
enters the explored region,v will be enumerated.

In order to argue that the algorithm is correct, we will establish the following invariant condition: Each timeLimright or
Limleft is updated,
(1) all vertices that are enumerated are reachable fromu,
(2) if there is any path fromu to v, then there is a path fromu to v that does not visit any vertex in the explored region that
has not been enumerated,
(3) all jump edges that go from the explored region to the unexplored region (i.e. edges inS) begin in an enumerated vertex,
and
(4) all jump edges that go from the unexplored region into the explored region end in an enumerated vertex.
The proof of the invariant relies strongly on the absence of forward edges and useless edges.

We must first establish that the invariant holds the first time thatLimright andLimleft are updated.Limright andLimleft
are first updated toLeftReach(u) andRightReach(u). By definition, all vertices enumerated byReachLocal(u) are reach-
able fromu; this establishes (1). Suppose there exists a vertexz in the explored region that has not been enumerated, although
there is a path fromu throughz to v. Let p be a path fromu throughz to v. Since any descendent of an enumerated vertex
is enumerated, such a vertexz must lie properly inside the regionR enclosed by the pathsp`(s, Limleft ), pr(s, Limright ),
and the paths fromu to Limleft andLimright . (Recall the definitions ofp` andpr from Definition 45.) Consider the first
edge(x, y) on this path wherey lies inside the regionR. (Clearly,x must lie on the boundary ofR.) By Observation 44, the
edge(x, y) cannot be a jump edge. Ifx lies on the path fromu to Limleft or Limright , then(x, y) must be a tree edge or a
local edge, which means thaty would have been enumerated (contrary to hypothesis). Thusx must lie onp`(s, Limleft ), or
pr(s, Limright ). Assume without loss of generality that it lies onp`. The path fromz to v must exit regionR somewhere
(sincev lies outside this region). If the path crosses the boundary ofR at some pointy′ along the paths fromu to Limleft
or Limright , then there is a path fromu to y′ that follows only enumerated vertices, and hence (2) is satisfied. On the other
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hand, if this path crosses the boundary ofR at a pointy′ onp`, then there is a path fromx to y′ using the tree edges onp` that
does not visit any of the vertices inR, and again (2) is satisfied. The remaining case is that the path crosses the boundary ofR
at a pointy′ onpr. If x lies to the left of the vertical axis, then the path fromx to pr must use useless edges, in contradiction
to the fact that all useless edges have been removed. Thus the vertexx must lie on the vertical axis. Since it lies outside the
explored region, this means thatx is an ancestor ofu. But this also leads to a contradiction, since this means that there is
a path fromu to an ancestor ofu, implying that there there is a directed cycle, althoughG is acyclic. We conclude that (2)
holds.

For part (3) of the invariant, it suffices to observe that, by Observation 44, the only jump edges from the explored region
start at the descendents of vertices that are enumerated (and thus the start vertices of these jump edges have also been
enumerated). For part (4) of the invariant, note that, by planarity, any jump edge from the unexplored region into the explored
region must also land at vertices that are enumerated inReachLocal(u).

For the inductive step, consider the case whereLimleft is updated afterReachLocal(z), andz is reached through a jump
edge(x, z). Let the old value ofLimleft be l. Thenx lies in the explored region bounded betweenLimright and l. The
invariant implies that(x, z) is reachable fromu, and hence all vertices enumerated byReachLocal(z) are reachable fromu.
This establishes (1).

To establish part (3), let us now see that any jump edge in the new setS is reachable fromu. No jump edge that begins in
the region enclosed by the cycle formed by(x, z) and the tree edges connectingx andz to s can go to the unexplored region
(by planarity), and thus no such edge can be inS. The only other jump edges that are added toS must start at vertices in
ReachLocal(z) (since by Observation 44, there are no jump edges from any other vertex that is added to the explored region
at this step). Since, as we have just observed, all vertices inReachLocal(z) are reachable fromu, this shows that all jump
edges inS are reachable fromu. Similar analysis of the jump edges that go from the unexplored region into the explored
region shows that such jump edges must land at enumerated vertices, which establishes (4).

Let us now show that (2) holds. It suffices to consider paths fromu to v that visit some vertexz′ in the explored region,
betweenLimleft andl, which did not appear in the enumeration ofReachLocal(z). Letp be a path fromu to z′ that visits the
least number of vertices that have not yet been enumerated. Consider the first edge(x′, y′) in p that reaches an unenumerated
vertex. The edge(x′, y′) must be a jump edge (or elsey′ would have been enumerated), andx′ is either in the region bounded
by Limright andl, or x′ is enumerated inReachLocal(z). In the first case, since(x, z) was the closest jump edge inS, this
vertex must lie in the unexplored region. The same conclusion follows in the second case, due to the absence of useless
edges. Thusp goes out of the explored region.

Sincez′ lies in the explored region,p must re-enter the explored region. If it re-enters the explored region via a jump
edge, then by part (3) of the invariant (which we have already established), it lands at an enumerated vertexy′′. Thus (by
(1), which we have already established) there is a path fromu to y′′ that stays entirely inside the explored region, contrary to
our selection ofp as the path toz′ that visits the least number of vertices from the unexplored region. Thus we can conclude
thatp re-enters the explored region via some edge(x′′, y′′) that is either a tree edge or a local edge. But this means that the
vertexx′′ must be lie onp`(s, Limleft ), or pr(s, Limright ). Assume without loss of generality that it lies onp`. As in the
basis case, we know thatx′′ cannot be an ancestor ofu (because this would yield a directed cycle), and thusx′′ must be to the
left of the vertical axis. The path fromx′′ to v cannot exit the explored area alongpr, since this would imply the existence
of useless edges. If the path leaves the explored area via a jump edge, then by (3) the start vertex of this jump edge is an
enumerated vertex, and thus we could have visted fewer vertices from the unexplored region. Thus the path fromx′′ to v
must leave the explored area alongp` (in which case we could have followed tree edges fromx′′ to this point onp` and not
visited any unenumerated vertex from the explored region). This establishes (2).

A similar argument applies whenLimright is updated, and thus the proof of the invariant is complete. From the invariant,
it follows that if v is enumerated, then it is reachable fromu. On the other hand, supposev is reachable fromu, but it was
not enumerated. By our observations made before establishing the basis case of the invariant,v must lie in the unexplored
region if it is not enumerated. Consider a pathp from u to v. Let (x, y) be the edge inp that goes from the explored region
to the unexplored region, as defined by the final iteration of the algorithm. This edge would have belonged toS in the final
iteration, soS would not have been empty, and the algorithm would not have terminated in this iteration, a contradiction.
This completes the proof of correctness of the algorithm.

2

We remark thatL is the best upper bound that we have on the complexity of this problem. We do not know of a first-order
reduction to UGGR.
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9.3 Two Sources

In an earlier version of this work [ABC+06], we claimed that reachability in acyclic planar graphs with constantly many
sources could be shown to be solvable inL by an easy extension of the techniques used to prove our other results. Unfortu-
nately, this claim proved over-optimistic; we currently see only how to present logspace algorithms for reachability in planar
acyclic graphs with two sources, and the extension forO(1) sources remains an open problem. In this section, we sketch our
algorithm for graphs with two sources.

The first step is to find an undirected path between the two sources, and then (as in Section 3) cut along this path and invert
the graph, putting the two original sources on the external face. Note that, by cutting along the path, we may have created
additional sources, but all of them are now on the external face.

Next (again following the approach used in Section 3) sew togetherO(n) copies of this graph along the copies of the path
that was cut apart in step 1. There is a path fromu to v in the original graph if and only if there is a path fromu to one of the
copies ofv in this new graph. In this new graph, all of the sources are still on the external face.

By adding one new vertexs, along with edges froms to the sources on the external face, we obtain an SMPD, and it
suffices to solve the reachability question on this graph.

9.4 Recognition of SSPDs

We prove:

Theorem 46 Recognition ofSSPDs can be done inL.

In order to prove this, we use the following:

Lemma 47 In any planar graph with a single sources and sinkt and no facial cycles (that is, no cycles around a face of
the planar embedding), any directed cycle separatess and t. (That is,s and t cannot both be embedded in the interior (or
exterior) of any directed cycle.)

Proof: We give a proof by contradiction. Assume that there is a directed cycleD (not a facial cycle) that does not separates
andt. Assume without loss of generality thats andt are both embedded on the exterior ofD. By deleting all of the vertices
that are embedded outside ofD, we obtain a planar graphG with no sources or sinks, such that only its external face (and no
other face) is a directed cycle. We will show that this leads to a contradiction.

G has a smallest cycleC that encloses no other cycle in its interior. We consider the cycleC and its interior. Since by
assumption,C is not a face ofG, there are vertices in its interior; (note that if this is not the case, thenC has a chord, which
gives rise to a smaller directed cycle, contrary to our choice ofC). Thus there has to be some edge leading from some vertex
v1 onC to one such interior vertexv2 (or an edge from an interior vertexv2 to a vertexv1 onC - the reasoning for this case
is similar). Given that no vertex inG is a source or a sink, we have at least one outgoing edge fromv2. Follow that to a third
vertexv3, and repeat the process of choosing an arbitrary outgoing edge and following that edge. Clearly, this process can
end in one of two ways. Either the sequence of verticesv1, v2, · · · , vk satisfy thatvi = vj for somei, j, in which case we
have a smaller cycle thanC lying insideC, or the sequence of verticesv1, v2, · · · , vk meetsC again (i.e.vk lies onC), in
which case we have again a proper cycle lying insideC contrary to the minimality ofC. 2

Proof: (of Theorem 46) In the following, we are given a planar graphG along with an embedding on the plane. We perform
the following tests:

1. DoesG have a single sources and a single sinkt?

2. Does every face ofG have a single (local) source and a single (local) sink?

3. IsG bimodal at every vertex?

4. For every vertexv of graphG, consider all the incoming edges. Delete all incoming edges atv except for theleftmost
incoming edge (pick any arbitrary incoming edge at the sink node). Call the residual graphGleft. Is there a path from
s to t in Gleft?

5. For every vertexv of G, consider all the incoming edges. Delete all incoming edges atv except for therightmost
incoming edge (with a similar proviso fort). Call the residual graphGright. Is there a path froms to t in Gright?
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If all of the tests above are answered affirmatively, we claim thatG is indeed an SSPD.
Observe thatGleft andGright are indegree-1 digraphs for anyG.
Clearly if G is an SSPD, then by Fact 31, we know thatG passes all the above tests (in this case,Gleft andGright are

both trees).
So supposeG passes all the above tests, and yet has a directed cycleC. We show that this leads to a contradiction.
By Lemma 47, we only have to consider the case where the sinkt lies insideC while the sources lies outsideC (i.e., C

separatess from t). See Figure 15.
Consider all the edges from outsideC that are incoming to some vertex onC (for instance, edgee in Figure 15). Suppose

the cycleC were as directed as in Figure 15, then in Step 4 where all but the leftmost incoming edges are deleted, all such
incoming edges toC get deleted. So, inGleft among all the edges betweenC and the outside ofC, we only have the
outgoing edges fromC (it is of course possible that some of the edges onC also get deleted in this process).

But now it is clear thatG fails test 4, contrary to our assumption. To see this, assume that there is a directed path from
s to t in Gleft. That path intersectsC at some place, and it can only be directed from the exterior of C towardsC. But we
deleted all of these incoming edges in constructingGleft – so no such path can exist.

Since we are not surea priori what direction the edges onC might have, we have to includeboth tests 4 and 5. In one of
these tests, the edges incoming toC from the outside will get deleted and disconnectt from s.

So, if G has a directed cycle, then there is no path froms to t in eitherGleft or Gright.
Thus, we have recognized SSPDs inL.
2

Corollary 48 LetG be a single-source, single-sink directed grid graph. The problem of determining whetherG has a cycle
(and hence whetherG provides an instance ofSSGGR) is in FO + UGGR.

Proof: We need only examine the five steps in the proof of Theorem 46. The first and third are simple first-order questions.
The second requires traversing the boundary of a face of the embedding to count the local sources and sinks, which is a
1GGR and hence a UGGR question. The fourth and fifth are reachability questions in a graph ofindegreeone, which are
easily converted to 1GGR questions on that graph’s reversal.2

9.5 Recognition of SMPDs

Theorem 49 Recognition ofSMPDs can be done inL.

Proof: We perform the following tests:

1. We first check whether the given graphG is planar, and if so, find a planar embedding ofG [AM04].

2. Check whether the digraphG has a single source. If not, return “false”.

Henceforth we can assume thatG has a single sources. We first transform the given embedding so thats lies on the
external face. We now need to check whetherG has a cycle.

3. We construct a subgraphH of G as follows: for every vertex that is not the source, retain a single, arbitrarily chosen,
incoming edge to the vertex and delete all other edges. Check whetherH is a directed tree. If not, return “false”.
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SupposeH is a directed tree -H clearly inherits its embedding fromG. Compute a depth-first-search numbering of
H. We refer to the non-tree edges inG (with respect to the treeH) ascross edges. In this embedding ofG, the cross
edges can be classified into two types:

• Type I edges are those going right-to-left (i.e. a cross edge(a, b) is Type I if Finish(a) > Finish(b)).

• Type II edges are those going left-to-right (i.e. cross edges(a, b) whereFinish(a) < Finish(b)).

4. Now, we check whetherG with the underlying spanning treeH has any back edge. If so, we have clearly found a
cycle, soG is not an SMPD. Otherwise, delete all forward edges fromH.

Create two graphsG′ andG′′: in G′ remove all edges fromG of Type I, (but retaining all edges of Type II), and inG′′,
remove all edges of Type II. We observe that both ofG′ andG′′ are SMPDs (because any cycle inG has to use edges
of both types - also we are not creating any more sources, but removing all edges of a specific type can potentially
create more sinks). Thus, we can solve reachability questions inG′ (or G′′) in L.

5. Choose a cross edge(a, b). If (a, b) is a Type I edge, then queryG′ to find whether there is a path fromb to a. If there
is such a path, return “false”. Likewise, if(a, b) is a Type II edge, then queryG′′ to find whether there is a path fromb
to a. Again, if there is such a path, return “false”.

It is easy to see that ifG is an SMPD, then it passes all of the above tests. This is becauseG in such a case will neither have
a back edge nor any cycle. We thus need to prove that ifG passes all the tests above, it is an SMPD. For this purpose, we
introduce the following terminology

Definition 50 A (directed) cycle isminimal if the set of cross edges contained in it is minimal among all cycles with respect
to inclusion.

A directed path of tree edges that begins and ends on a directed cycle (and that does not otherwise intersect the cycle),
will be called atree chord.

It is easy to see the following:

Lemma 51 A cycle is not minimal if it has a tree chord.

We use the above lemma to prove:

Lemma 52 Any minimal cycle either contains exactly one edge of Type I or contains exactly one edge of Type II.

Proof: Consider a minimal cycleC in G. Clearly,C must contain at least one edge each of both Types I and II.
Consider any vertexv on C. The tree-path from the sources (remembering thats lies on the outer face) tov cannot

intersectC: if it did, then that would be a tree chord, contradicting the minimality ofC by Lemma 51.
So we can assume that for all verticesv onC, the tree-path tov does not intersect the interior ofC.
Since cycleC has edges of both Type I and Type II, let us consider two edges:(a1, b1) of Type II, and(a2, b2) of Type I.

Given the constraint that the tree-paths cannot intersect the interior ofC, together with the constraints that the tree-path toa1

is to the left of the tree-path tob1 (because edge(a1, b1) is of Type II) and the tree-path toa2 is to the right of the tree-path
to b2 (because edge(a2, b2) is of Type I), the situation is as in Figure 16. The dotted paths froms to the vertices onC are the
tree-paths.

But now we see that, under the constraint of planarity, any edge(c, d) lying on C betweenb1 anda2 has to be such that
the tree-path toc lies to the left of the tree-path tod. So any cross edge lying betweenb1 anda2 has to be of Type II. The
same holds for any cross edge lying betweenb2 anda1.

The symmetric case where the edge(a1, b1) is of Type I and(a2, b2) of Type II is handled similarly.
Thus we have proven that any minimal cycle can contain exactly one edge of Type I or exactly one edge of Type II.
2

Hence if there is a cycle inG, then there is a minimal cycle that contains exactly one edge of Type I or Type II by Lemma 52,
and we discover such a minimal cycle in Test 5. We have thus proved Theorem 49.2

Clearly, this algorithm gives an alternative logspace algorithm for recognition of SSPDs. Also, it yields an algorithm to
recognize if a graph is a MMPD with two sources. (Namely, givenG, first check thatG has two sources, and then apply the
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construction of Section 9.3 to create a new graphG′. It is easy to verify thatG′ is a SMPD if and only ifG is a MMPD with
two sources.)

In contrast to Corollary 48, we do not know how to adapt this proof to determine whether a single-source grid graph has
a cycle (and hence whether it provides an instance of SMGGR) in the classFO + UGGR. This is because the algorithm
presented above appeals to the SMGGR recognition algorithm of Theorem 38, and we do not know how to carry out this
algorithm inFO + UGGR.

9.6 Planar digraphs with a few cycles

In the above, we have considered the reachability and recognition questions for different classes of DAGs. We may now
ask: is the acyclicity condition essential for being able to perform the above tasks inL? Here we show that wecan solve
some reachability questions, even when the graph has a few cycles, inL.

Consider the classG of planar graphs that have a single source and a single sink and are embedded in the plane so that
they have nofacial cycles (no faces that form directed cycles). Note that the recognition problem for graphs of the classG is
easily inL. We prove:

Theorem 53 Reachability questions in graphs from the classG can be solved inL.

Observe that any SSPD belongs to the classG. Also note that a graphG ∈ G is not necessarily bimodal.
Proof: Given an embedded planar graphG with a unique sources and sinkt, and no facial cycles, Lemma 47 tells us that
any cycle in the graph separatess andt.

Now we proceed to reduce reachability questions inG to a reachability question in an SMPD.
We can find a path (not necessarily a directed path) froms to t in L. Now we apply the cut-and-paste method from Section

3 by cutting along the path betweens andt. As in Section 3, after cutting along the path froms to t and inverting the graph
inside out to get a graphG′, we pasten copies ofG′ along the path froms to t to get a graphG′′ which preserves the
connectivity ofG (in the sense that there is a path fromu to v in G if and only if there is a path from one of the copies of
u to one of the copies ofv in G′′) and hass andt on the outer face. However, in this process, because the path froms to t
is not a directed path, we have introduced some more sources and sinks on the outer face. Now we can add a single source
vertex and connect it to all the sources inG′′ to get a graphG′′′. One can verify thatG′′′ is an SMPD, since it still satisfies
the properties ofG, but nows andt are on the external face, and thus there can be no directed cycles. (That is, any cycle
in the original graph is destroyed when we cut along the undirected path). Hence reachability inG′′′ (and thus inG) can be
solved inL. 2

Theorem 54 Reachability questions in outerplanar digraphs can be solved inL.
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Note that outerplanar digraphs, even DAGs, arenot series-parallel digraphs as considered by [JLR06]. The result above is
trivial for outerplanar DAGs, since all the sources and sinks lie on the same face, and we can reduce this case to an SMPD.

In the language of book embeddings (see [Yan89] for instance), outerplanar graphs are exactly the ones that have1-page
embeddings: in short, all the vertices are laid out on the spine of the book, and all the edges are on a single page.
Proof: Suppose we have a1-page embedding of outerplanar graphG given to us (here, the vertices are all on the spine as in
Figure 17).

Here, the graphG is not acyclic. The instance to the reachability question is(G, u, v) and we are to find whetherv is
reachable fromu. We can assume thatu is the topmost vertex on the spine of the embedding.

We keep two markerslimup, limdown, ranging over the set of vertices unioned with{∞}.
Call the edges on the spineordinaryedges and the edges not on the spinejumpedges. The algorithm is as follows:

1. Initialize the markers aslimup = u, limdown =∞.

2. Go down fromlimup as far as you can using only ordinary edges. Go up fromlimdown as far as you can using only
ordinary edges. Call the region betweenu andlimup andlimdown and∞ on the spine theexploredregionE.

3. Consider all jump edges between the explored regionE and the unexplored region. The unexplored region is thereby
an “interval” on the spine of the embedding. Consider the jump edgesj1, j2 (if any) that land on vertices closest to the
target vertexv on the spine, from either side (from above or below).

4. Letj1 = (a, b) be the jump edge landing on a vertex closest to the targetv from below (if any). Updatelimdown = b.
Similarly, let j2 = (c, d) be the jump edge landing on a vertex closest to the targetv from above (if any). Update
limup = d.

5. Go to Step 2.

6. If v is discovered at some step then return “true”. If at some step neitherlimup nor limdown can be changed andv has
not yet been discovered, then return “false”.
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In order to prove that the above procedure is correct, we need to show: ifv is reached by our algorithm, thenv is indeed
reachable fromu. This follows by an easy induction onlimup, limdown. Specifically, we have to convince ourselves that
verticeslimup, limdown are always reachable fromu. This follows via an easy induction, using the1-page embedding of the
graph.

On the other hand, ifv is not reached by the algorithm, that means that the algorithm stopped at a stage when it could
change neitherlimup nor limdown any more. Clearly, in a run of the algorithm, on the spine,limup always stays abovev
(or is equal tov), and likewise,limdown always stays belowv (or equalsv). Hence, when the algorithm stops there is no
jump edge from the explored region to the interval on the spine betweenlimup, limdown (and alsolimup, limdown cannot
be extended any further using ordinary edges). But this meansv is not reachable fromu.

(We remark that Raghunath Tewari has pointed out that an alternate proof is possible, by noticing that the dual of an
outerplanar graph is a tree, and searching for a separating cut in the dual graph. A similar observation was also made much
earlier by Papakostas [Pap95].)2

10 Conclusions and Open Problems

Any problem defines the complexity class of those problems reducible to it. There is a general phenomenon whereby
interesting problems, such as general reachability, define interesting classes, such asNL. The GGR problem and its subprob-
lems as outlined here define a hierarchy of new classes, whose relations to each other and to the standard classes between
TC0 andNL are shown in Figure 18. (We include the fact that GGR∈ UL [BTV07].)

Are these problems and classes interesting? We argue, particularly in Section 7.4, that many of them have interesting
alternate formulations, sometimes not appearing to involve graphs at all. The computational actions of searching on a grid, of
searching in a maze, of following a laid-out path on a grid, and so forth strike us as fundamental ones, well worth studying.

The natural next questions concerning this hierarchy are whether any of the upper and lower bounds can be improved,
or whether additional containment relations exist among the new classes. In particular, is the SMGGR problem reducible to
UGGR? The proof of Theorem 38, like the proofs for SSPD’s, seems to mostly involve following a laid-out path on a grid,
but we do not yet see how to formulate it solely in terms of this. The question also remains as to whether we can detect cycles
in a general single-source graph inFO+UGGR – the algorithm presented here relies on SMPD reachability but this may not
be necessary.

Our logspace algorithm for SMPD reachability expands the class of graphs for which Jakobyet al. ([JLR06]) provided
logspace reachability algorithms – but our results are not completely extensions of theirs. They proved thatcountingthe
number of paths between two vertices of a series-parallel digraph can be done in logspace. We have no new upper or lower
bounds for the counting problem in the classes of graphs that we study. Another shortcoming of our reachability algorithms
is that they provide no clue about how to find ashortestpath, and we have no lower bounds showing that finding a shortest
path is harder than the reachability problem.

It is entirely plausible that reachability in planar graphs, like planarity testing itself, is inL. Our work here fits into a general
program of expanding the classes of planar graphs for which we have logspace reachability tests. A natural intermediate goal
on the way to general planar graphs isacyclic planar graphs, which would be called MMPD in our notation. Also, while
we can easily show that reachability questions in SSPDs reduce to non-reachability, we are not able to show the same for
SMPDs.

We close by noting that the results and techniques introduced in this work have subsequently proved useful in classifying
the complexity of other problems [CD06, DKLM07]. Recently, logspace algorithms for reachability in some other classes
have been presented by Jakoby and Tantau [JT07].
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